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As design standards evolve and as probabilistic and risk-informed approaches are 
considered, unique and innovative spillways are constructed for new dams or as part of 
rehabilitation projects. Stepped chutes have been implemented for a wide variety of dam 
geometries and site-specific conditions including moderate-sloped embankments (i.e., 
2H:1V or milder). Labyrinth weirs are commonly considered an economical solution to 
meet higher discharge requirements with a compact crest footprint. Recently, these two 
spillway elements have been combined, although published literature regarding the 
influence of labyrinth weirs on flow properties within stepped chutes is limited. Current 
literature is lacking guidance for key design parameters such as sizing spillway sidewalls, 
estimating energy dissipation, and considering flow uniformity within stepped chutes 
with labyrinth crests . 
Therefore, this study observed and measured the hydraulics in a stepped chute 
with a labyrinth crest via a conductivity probe. This study included a labyrinth crest with 
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two stepped chutes and one smooth chute (for comparison). Results included visual flow 
patterns, air concentration profiles, velocity profiles, turbulence intensities, transverse 
and streamwise flow uniformity, and energy dissipation. The results of this study were 
prepared in the form of two separate academic articles for submission and consideration 
of hydraulic engineering journals. These articles appear herein as Chapter 2 and Chapter 
3. 
The results show labyrinth crests created highly turbulent, aerated entrance 
conditions to stepped chutes which eliminate the clearwater region and consequential 
inception point found on stepped chutes with linear crests. Velocity heads appeared 
independent of step size. The stepped chute dispersed nonuniform flow conditions 
imposed by the labyrinth weir within the experimental chute length. 
A chute sidewall height design method was illustrated and compared with an 
existing method. Distance to uniformity comparisons showed stepped chutes with 
labyrinth crests achieve uniformity farther upstream than predicted by previous research. 
Given a constant weir height, the distances required to achieve transverse uniformity 
decreased as step height increased. Energy dissipated by the stepped chute with a 
labyrinth crest appeared independent of step height. The rate of energy dissipation was 
low immediately downstream of the labyrinth weir but increased farther downstream as 





A Laboratory Study of the Hydraulics of Moderate-sloped Stepped Chutes  
with a Labyrinth Crest 
L. Kade Flake 
Evolving methods of dam construction and rehabilitation require unique and 
innovative spillways. Spillways provide passage for water impounded by a dam. Stepped 
chute spillways offer an efficient and economical solution for dam construction and 
rehabilitation. Labyrinth weirs, which allow high flow discharge within a compact 
footprint, are often an economical solution for the spillway crest at a chute entrance. 
Labyrinth weirs have recently been combined with stepped chutes in several locations. 
However, published literature is scarce for the flow properties and key design parameters 
of these combined structures. 
This study researched the hydraulics downstream of a labyrinth crest for two 
stepped chutes and one smooth chute. The results of this study, which appear herein as 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, are in the form of two academic articles for consideration by 
hydraulic engineering journals. Results included visual flow patterns, air concentration 
profiles, velocity profiles, turbulence intensities, transverse and streamwise flow 
uniformity, and energy dissipation of the labyrinth weir and spillway structures. 
The results showed stepped chutes with labyrinth crests achieve flow uniformity 
farther upstream than predicted by previous research, despite initial three-dimensional 
flow patterns. The rate of energy dissipation was low immediately downstream of the 
labyrinth weir but increased farther downstream as uniform flow was established. These 
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A  interior apex length, total profile unit area 
B  labyrinth depth in streamwise direction 
c  center transect 
C  void fraction or air concentration 
Cmean  average air concentration 
C1  first air concentration for comparison 
C2  second air concentration for comparison 
dc  critical flow depth 
dy  incremental depth 
dA  incremental unit area 
D  exterior apex length 
f  sample frequency 
F, FL  Froude number 𝐹 =
×
 
F*  Froude number in terms of roughness height 𝐹∗ = 𝑞/ 𝑔 × sin(𝜃) × 𝑘  
g  gravitational acceleration constant 
h  vertical step height 
H0  reservoir or maximum total head 
Hs  total head at step s 
Hdam,u, Hu vertical distance from spillway crest to uniform equivalent clear water 
depth 
ks, Ks  roughness height (𝑘 = ℎ cos (𝜃)) 
l  step tread length 
lc  weir wall length 
L  length from weir apron edge to point within chute or chute length 
xvii 
 
Li  inception length or distance from edge of weir to inception point 
Lu  horizontal length from weir apron to uniform flow conditions 
Np  number of particles 
P  weir height 
PMF  probability mass function 
Q  flow rate or volumetric discharge 
q  unit flow rate or volumetric unit discharge 
r  right transect 
rc  crest radius 
R  Reynolds number (𝑅 = (𝑉 × 𝑦 )/𝜐) 
s  number of design steps 
SF  safety factor or factor of safety 
Step  step edge number 
tw  weir wall thickness at crest 
T  sample period 
Tu  turbulence (𝑇 = 𝑢 /𝑈 ) 
u  point velocities 
u90  point velocity at y90 
urms  square root of mean velocity fluctuations 
Umax  maximum point velocity 
V  average local velocity or average point velocity 
V1  first average local velocity for comparison 
V2  second average local velocity for comparison 
Vc  average local velocity along the center transect 
Vr  average local velocity along the right transect 
xviii 
 
Vm  average calculated velocity (𝑉 = 𝑞/𝑦 ) 
u90  point velocity at y90 
VRV  valley-ridge-valley profile 
w  labyrinth weir cycle width 
W  chute width 
We  Weber number (𝑊𝑒 = (𝜌 × 𝑉 × 𝑦 )/𝜎) 
X, x  streamwise direction of movement 
Y, y  vertical movement direction perpendicular to slope 
y  flow depth 
y0  approach flow depth 
y10  characteristic flow depth where C=0.1 or 10%  
y90  characteristic flow depth where air concentration C=0.9 or 90% 
y90, c  y90 depth along the center transect 
y90, r  y90 depth along the right transect 
y100  characteristic flow depth where C=1 or 100%  
ycw  characteristic clear water flow depth 
ysw  chute sidewall height  
zs  vertical height from stilling basin floor to step s 
Z, z lateral movement direction across the chute or vertical distance from 
stilling basin floor to weir apron 
𝒜  cross-correlation filtering parameter 
𝒦  a constant used when extrapolating turbulence intensities 
α  labyrinth weir sidewall angle 
ΔC  difference in air concentration 
ΔH  difference in total head between reservoir head and Hs 
ΔHL  energy or head loss from the labyrinth weir 
xix 
 
ΔHs  energy or head loss by step s 
ε  percent difference 
θ  chute slope 
ν  kinematic viscosity 
ρ  density 




Water is a valuable resource known as both a life source and for the frequent 
devastation that comes from extreme rainfalls, flooding, and hydraulic structure incidents 
or failures. Reservoirs provide water supply, power generation, flood control, and 
recreation. Spillways are essential to the proper management of reservoirs and potential 
dam safety risks. Updated hydrologic analysis, evolving technical standards and safety 
requirements, current and new construction techniques, and urbanization of downstream 
floodplains and river corridors necessitate new dams and levees and the rehabilitation of 
deficient structures (Association of State Dam Safety Officials 2020). This includes 
modifications to dam spillways which, with sustainability as a backdrop (Erpicum 2020), 
should seek to find economically, ecologically, and environmentally friendly solutions. 
The solution identified by engineers for some applications are stepped spillways 
or spillways that include a stepped chute. Stepped chutes, with the advancement of roller 
compacted concrete, have become efficient and inexpensive alternatives for spillway 
rehabilitation and new construction (Hepler 2018). Use of roller compacted concrete 
allows stepped spillways to armor the downstream face of earth embankment dams and 
similar applications. The understanding of stepped chute performance is advancing 
thanks to current field and laboratory research and experimental studies during the last 50 
years (Chanson 2002). Some benefits of using stepped chutes include ease of 
constructability, high energy dissipation, and air entrainment. 
Existing spillways may be required to pass higher discharges due to changing 
hydrology caused by climate change, more accurate hydrologic modelling, or both. Non-
linear weirs, such as labyrinth weirs, are known for their compact footprints and high 
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discharge capacities. Similar to stepped chutes, labyrinth weirs have been studied and 
many have been constructed in the USA over the past 50 years. The hydraulic 
performance of labyrinth weirs has been studied by laboratories around the world in 
studies by Geoffrey (1968), Magalhaes and Lorena (1994), Crookston (2010) and others. 
These studies have noted labyrinth weirs have high energy dissipative qualities and create 
highly aerated, three-dimensional turbulence regions downstream. Turbulence regions 
introduce uncertainty in both the hydraulics and flow behavior immediately downstream 
of the weir. 
Despite these uncertainties, labyrinth weirs have been combined with stepped 
chutes to take advantage of the economic benefits of both. An example of a stepped chute 
with a labyrinth weir crest is seen in Figure 1.1. 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Stepped chute with a labyrinth crest at Standley Lake Dam, Westminster, 
Colorado (Frizell and Frizell 2015). 
 
Though research has been conducted for site specific applications, little is known 
about the interaction and hydraulic performance of stepped chutes with labyrinth crests 
including design parameters and two-phase flow properties. This research provides new 
insights into flow patterns, flow properties, chute sidewall heights, flow uniformity and 
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energy dissipation on moderate-sloped stepped chutes with a labyrinth crest. Note that the 
results of this study are limited to the geometries tested, the range of hydraulic conditions 
investigated, and experimental uncertainties with instrumentation. 
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AIR-WATER FLOW PROPERTIES OF A MODERATE-SLOPED STEPPED CHUTE 
WITH A LABYRINTH CREST 
 
Abstract 
Changing design standards and aging infrastructure necessitate spillway 
rehabilitation. Stepped chutes with labyrinth crests offer an affordable spillway 
alternative that can incorporate current sustainability principles, but research on such 
spillways is limited. Physically observed flow patterns revealed a labyrinth crest entrains 
large amounts of air and distributes flow non-uniformly creating turbulence, standing 
waves, and shockwaves. Flow properties, including air concentration, velocity, flow 
depth, and turbulence, were measured using a dual-tip phase-detection probe. These 
measurements revealed higher flows on stepped chutes with labyrinth crests reach 
transverse uniform air concentration, depth, and velocity farther upstream than lower 
flows. Also, stepped chutes reach uniformity for these three parameters farther upstream 
than smooth chutes. Some general turbulence trends approached uniform conditions 
within the chute length. 
Keywords: stepped chute, labyrinth weir, air-water flow properties, physical modeling 
Introduction 
Proper design, construction, and lifecycle management of spillways are necessary 
to manage public and dam safety risks while balancing environmental, ecological, and 
recreational priorities of local communities. The Association of State Dam Safety 
Officials (2020) emphasizes “occasional upgrade or rehabilitation is necessary due to 
deterioration, changing technical standards, improved techniques, better understanding of 
the area's precipitation conditions, and changes in downstream populations or land use”. 
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It is important these efforts also be framed in the context of sustainability (Erpicum et al. 
2020). 
Moderate-sloped Stepped Chutes 
Stepped spillways are one type of spillway used extensively over the past 50 years 
for a wide variety of dams (Chanson 2002, Frizell and Frizell 2015). This includes 
spillways designed with moderate-slopes or overlaying embankments with existing 
moderate-slopes (e.g., about 2H:1V or milder) such as Melton Dam, Australia; Bolshevik 
Dam, Russia; Renwick Dam, ND, USA; Stoney Creek Dam, VA, USA. Designs for these 
projects have been supported by numerous studies of moderate-sloped stepped chutes 
with a linear crest (i.e., a broad-crested weir) conducted in laboratories such as those in 
Australia, Germany, Portugal, Switzerland, and the USA. Flow properties in stepped 
chutes are complex and include the clearwater region and point of inception (Hunt and 
Kadavy 2010a, 2010b, 2012; Hunt et al. 2014; Meireles and Matos 2009); flow regimes 
(Chanson 1994, 1996; Felder and Chanson 2011b; Silvestri et al. 2013b; Hunt and 
Kadavy 2017); self-aeration and air concentration (Valero 2018, Felder 2013, Bung 2011, 
Chanson and Toombes 2002a, Frizell and Svoboda 2012); flow depths, velocities, and 
turbulence (Ruff and Ward 2002, Felder and Chanson 2011a, Hunt and Kadavy 2016, 
Gonzales and Chanson 2007); energy dissipation (Chanson and Toombes 2002b; Felder 
and Chanson 2009, 2015, 2017; Chatila and Jardi 2004); flow surging and free-surface 
fluctuations (Felder and Chanson 2009, Hunt and Kadavy 2017); and advancements in 
flow measurement and signal processing techniques (Kramer et al. 2020, Felder et al. 
2019).   
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Stepped-chutes with Nonlinear Crests 
Recently, industry has been combining stepped chutes with crests of higher 
discharge capacity—i.e., nonlinear weirs (e.g., Lake Townsend Dam, NC, USA; Lake 
Turner Dam, TX, USA; Lake Ralph Hall Dam, TX, USA; Standley Lake Dam, CO, 
USA; Charmine Dam, France; Giritale Dam, Sri Lanka). Although nonlinear weirs have 
been studied for more than 80 years (Crookston et al. 2020, ICOLD 2016, Hager et al. 
2015, Schleiss 2011), very limited information is available regarding how a nonlinear 
weir influences the flow properties in a spillway chute. 
The primary flow patterns immediately downstream of labyrinth weir cycles are 
three-dimensional and aerated, a significant deviation from the flow patterns downstream 
of linear weirs. Erpicum et al. (2011) and Silvestri et al. (2013a) investigated residual 
energy at the base of a stepped chute with a slope of 0.78 horizontal to 1 vertical 
(0.78H:1V) and a piano key weir crest. Silvestri et al. (2013a) also observed uniform 
flow conditions (e.g. where hydraulic parameters of interest such as air concentration, 
average velocity, and flow depth become constant in the chute) within the stepped chute 
were achieved closer to the spillway crest for a piano key weir than for an ogee weir. 
Following the definition by Boes and Hager (2003), Silvestri et al. (2013) reported 
Hdam,u/dc (where Hdam,u is the vertical distance from spillway crest to uniform equivalent 
clear water depth and dc is the critical flow depth in the chute) was about 17 for the piano 
key weir versus about 20.5 for the ogee-crested weir. Jorgensen (2020) and Jorgensen et 
al. (2020) studied a 0.8H:1V stepped chute downstream of a labyrinth weir with a 
sidewall angle, α, of 10.67° focusing on labyrinth outlet cycle ramps, any hydraulic 
effects on chute flow depths, and crest head-discharge relationships. As noted, these 
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previous studies were of steep slopes and detailed air-water flow properties were not 
reported for either the piano key or labyrinth weirs.  
Therefore, a study was conducted at the Utah Water Research Laboratory 
(UWRL) at Utah State University (USU) in Utah, USA to quantify local air-water flow 
parameters within a moderate-sloped stepped chute with a labyrinth crest. The local air-
water flow parameters observed are reported in this paper and include air concentrations, 
flow depths, flow velocities, and turbulence intensities. 
Experimental Setup 
Labyrinth Weir and Stepped Chute 
A moderate-sloped stepped chute was constructed of steel and clear acrylic (see 
Figure 2.1) with a chute slope, 𝜃, of 18.4 degrees or 3H:1V. The stepped chute had a 
width, W, of 1.02 m and a total height (top of weir apron to stilling basin floor) of 1.83 m. 
The stepped chute had a maximum step riser height, h, of 203.2 mm and a step tread 
length, l, of 609.6 mm. The flume geometry allowed for two geometric alterations 
including a smaller step insert (h=101.6 mm, l=304.8 mm) and a smooth chute overlay 
(Figures A7, A8, and A9).  
The crest for the stepped chute was a relatively short 2-cycle labyrinth weir with 
α= 10.67°; a weir height, P, of 330 mm; a weir depth, B, of 1.016 m; an interior apex 
length, A, of 38.1 mm; an exterior apex length, D, of 101.3 mm; a weir thickness, tw, of 
38.1 mm; and a half-round crest with an ogee-like profile (i.e., an upstream crest radius 
of 1/3tw and a downstream crest radius of 2/3tw). The stilling basin was comprised of a 
horizontal apron with a small 45° beveled endsill located 2.78 m from the toe of the chute 
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pseudo-bottom. The endsill had a height and length of 55 mm. A minimum tailwater 
elevation was set to prevent jump sweepout during testing. 
 
Figure 2.1. Sketches of experimental setup for the labyrinth weir and stepped chute. 
 
Flows were supplied to a long headbox equipped with a diffuser pipe to provide 
uniform approach flows to the labyrinth weir. The headbox immediately upstream of the 
labyrinth weir featured a 1.2V:1H slope to approximate the upstream face of an 
embankment dam. The flume was capable of volumetric discharges, Q, above 600 l/s. 
Flows were measured using a venturi flow meter and pressure transducer calibrated to 
ASTM standards with a measurement accuracy of ±0.25%. 
Water surface elevations upstream of the labyrinth weir and downstream of the 
stilling basin were measured using stilling wells equipped with point gages accurate to 
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0.305 mm. The upstream stilling well had a pressure tap location 10.0P upstream of the 
weir and 4.0P below the weir crest. Downstream water surface elevations were measured 
an appreciable distance downstream of the hydraulic jump with a pressure tap located in 
the flume floor 12.5P downstream of the chute toe. Flow depths in the stilling basin were 
controlled with a stop log assembly. Table 2.1 shows the various parameters for the study  
Table 2.1 – Experimental study parameters  
h (mm) Q (l/s) h/dc F F* R (x 105) We (x 103) 
Smooth 140.0 - 3.3  to  10.0 - 0.67  to  1.85 3.8  to  16.1 
Smooth 285.0 - 2.2  to  7.5 - 1.92  to  3.15 9.5  to  26.3 
Smooth 425.0 - 2.0  to  6.1 - 2.52  to  5.49 14.0  to  35.1 
Smooth 565.0 - 1.9  to  5.5 - 3.33  to  7.32 20.8  to  46.4 
101.6 140.0 0.81 2.1  to  5.1 2.7 0.90  to  1.64 4.2  to  8.0 
101.6 285.0 0.51 1.5  to  4.8 5.3 1.85  to  3.28 8.9  to  17.9 
101.6 425.0 0.39 1.4  to  4.6 8.0 2.84  to  5.52 15.1  to  31.2 
101.6 565.0 0.32 1.5  to  4.3 10.6 3.38  to  7.54 21.2  to  42.1 
203.2 140.0 1.62 2.1  to  4.7 0.9 0.70  to  1.56 3.2  to  7.9 
203.2 285.0 1.02 2.2  to  4.5 1.9 2.21  to  2.62 10.3  to  17.6 
203.2 425.0 0.77 1.9  to  4.6 2.8 2.97  to  4.54 14.3  to  29.0 
203.2 565.0 0.64 1.8  to  4.5 3.7 3.44  to  6.25 20.5  to  38.4 
 
where F is the data local Froude value 𝐹 = 𝑉/ 𝑔 × 𝑦 , F* is the Froude value for 
each h configuration in terms of roughness height 𝐹∗ = 𝑞/ 𝑔 × sin(𝜃) × 𝑘 , R is the 
data local Reynolds number (𝑅 = (𝑉 × 𝑦 )/𝜐), and We is the data local Weber number 
(𝑊𝑒 = (𝜌 × 𝑉 × 𝑦 )/𝜎) with 𝑉=local average velocity, 𝑔=gravitational acceleration 
constant, 𝑦 =the equivalent non-aerated flow depth, 𝑞=volumetric unit discharge 
(𝑞 = 𝑄/𝑊), 𝑘 =roughness height (𝑘 = ℎ cos (𝜃)), 𝜈=kinematic viscosity of water, 
𝜌=density of water, and 𝜎=surface tension of water. 
Conductivity Probe 
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The University of New South Wales provided two dual-tip phase-detection 
probes, a signal receiver box, and a LabVIEW program which was adapted for use in the 
UWRL flume with a 4-axis CNC controller. More information about the manufacturing 
and operation of these dual-tip phase-detection probes can be found in Felder et al. 
(2019). Signal from the receiver box is relayed to a high-speed USB carrier (National 
Instruments USB-9201) and converted to a LabVIEW processable signal as noted in 
Kramer et al. 2020.  
A mechanical arm was designed and fabricated with two motors controlled by the 
4-axis CNC machine and provided stability and reinforcement of the conductivity probe 
to maximize placement accuracy and minimize vibrations. The probe tips were 
maneuvered in the X (streamwise) and Y (vertical perpendicular to slope) directions to an 
accuracy of 0.5 mm and in reference to each step edge and the right-hand chute sidewall. 
Lateral movement across the chute, Z, was performed manually for sampling on two 
streamwise transects at 25% and 50% of the flume width. These two streamwise transects 
lie directly downstream centered on the upstream and downstream apexes of the labyrinth 
weir (see Figure 2.1). The h=203.2 mm steps were numbered sequentially 1-7. Step 
inserts for the h=101.6mm configuration were numbered 0.5-6.5 to maintain larger step 
numbering. The same locations as the h=203.2 mm step configuration were used for 
profiling of the smooth chute configuration. 
The lowest or minimum measurement position for vertically profiling along the 
Y-axis was located 2.5 mm off the step edges for the two stepped configurations. Due to 
the probe geometry, the minimum permissible distance from the smooth chute was 10.0 
mm. Testing included four discharges. For the 140.0 l/s and 285.0 l/s flows, profiling 
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measurements were taken in the vertical profile at 5.0 mm increments. Measurements in 
the 425.0 l/s and 565.0 l/s flows were taken in the vertical profile at 7.0 mm increments. 
However, due to the very shallow flow depths at 140.0 l/s for the smooth chute 
configuration, vertical profiling was conducted at 2.5 mm increments.  
Data Processing and Filtering 
At the start of this study, data was collected at a sampling rate, f, of 250 kHz for a 
period, T, of 600 s. These series were partitioned at 300s, 150s, 90s, and 45s and analyzed 
to select a minimum sample period duration (based upon local air concentrations, C, and 
local point velocities, u). Based upon the results, a minimum sample period of 90 s was 
selected, where the 90 s partition differed from the 600 s period by 0.77% for u and 
1.63% for C on average. The maximum difference between the 600 s and 90 s period was 
2.05% for values of u and 6.67% for values of C. 
The methodology and processing code by Kramer et al. (2019, 2020) were 
incorporated into the analysis program prepared for this study (executed in MATLAB) to 
process the binary probe signal. Kramer et al. (2020) suggest the following best practices: 
a cross-correlation based filtering parameter, 𝒜, of 0.4, a number of particles (Np) 
between 5 and 15, a velocity bias correcting weighting scheme, extrapolation of 
turbulence intensities to Np = 1 calibrated by a constant, 𝒦, (for turbulence focused 
studies), and a sufficiently long sampling duration for good data yield. It is the 
understanding of the author(s) that the code created by Kramer et al. (2019a, 2019b) by 
default employs 𝒜 = 0.4, reports data for the entire range 5 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 15, and corrects 
velocity bias using a window duration weighting scheme. A sensitivity analysis was 
performed beginning with these recommended parameters to select appropriate values. It 
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was concluded the recommended parameters by Kramer et al (2019a, 2019b) were 
optimal for this setup. 
Since this study scope did not include a detailed analysis of turbulence, Tu, no 
extrapolation to Np =1 or additional calibration of 𝒦 were performed. Figure 2.2 presents 
sample output of the probability mass function, PMF, and data yield values at the center 
of Step 4.0 for Q=565.0 l/s on the h=101.6 mm configuration.  
The non-physical velocities (u≈0 m/s) are minimal even at a flow depth, y, of 16.5 
mm representing less than 10% of the flow depth (Figure 2.2a). For comparison, the PMF 
plots for y=114.5mm (Figure 2.2b) and y=226.5mm (Figure 2.2c) are shown to represent 
50% of the flow depth and the top of the flow, respectively.  
 
Figure 2.2.  PMF plots at Q=565.0 l/s, h=101.6 mm, center of Step 4.0 for (a) y=16.5mm, 
(b) y=114.5mm, and (c) y=226.5mm. Data yield plots at Q=565.0 l/s, center of Step 4.0 
for (d) h=101.6mm and (e) h=203.2mm configurations. 
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Velocities obtained by the conductivity probe were filtered using a double 
threshold technique and a statistical analysis (VeloFilter function in Appendix D). The 
threshold technique of this study removed velocity data outside of the range 0.1 < u < 25 
m/s and unreasonable statistical outliers defined as local velocities above and below 1.5 
times the interquartile range. 
Repeatability 
Probe accuracy, and thereby experimental repeatability, was established by 
comparing data from two dual-tip phase-detection probes of the same design at the same 
flow rates and position. The percent difference was calculated using Eq. 1: 
𝜀 =
|𝑉 − 𝑉 |
(𝑉 + 𝑉 ) 2⁄
× 100 (1) 
where ε is the percent difference and subscripts 1 and 2 denote the data sets for 
comparison. Since the probes rely on the phase change between water and air, the probes 
are less accurate in flow regions near 100% air (top of flow) and 100% water (bottom of 
flow). This results in less accurate u estimates near the top and bottom of the water 
column. Excluding velocity data collected below the flow depth corresponding to C=0.1 
(y10) and above the flow depth corresponding to C=0.9 (y90), results in the differences 
shown in Table 2.2. Calculating ε for the entire range of depths gives the values reported  
 
Table 2.2 – Percent differences in velocity between y10 and y90 
  ε 
Comparison Pair Q (l/s) MAX AVG MIN 
Probe 10 vs. Probe 10 140.0 2.97% 1.02% 0.06% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 140.0 9.76% 4.90% 2.61% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 565.0 6.90% 5.31% 4.15% 
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in Table 2.3. The large increase in the maximum velocity difference is due to the 
inclusion of flow near the 100% water and 100% air regions. 
Since values of C vary from 0 to 1, small differences are greatly exaggerated in 
the lower flow region following the Eq. 1 methodology; therefore, Eq. 2 was used to 
compute a direct difference ΔC: 
Δ𝐶 = |𝐶 − 𝐶 | (2) 
where ΔC is the difference in C between the two data sets. The statistics for differences in 
C are shown in Table 2.4. Keep in mind, C cannot equal more than 1 or less than 0. The 
results from Tables 2.2-2.4 show the repeatability of the data sets of this study maintained 
ε<10%. 
Table 2.3 – Percent differences in velocity for the entire range of depths 
  ε 
Comparison Pair Q (l/s) MAX AVG MIN 
Probe 10 vs. Probe 10 140.0 10.27% 2.01% 0.06% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 140.0 27.50% 7.33% 2.14% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 565.0 68.88% 9.93% 3.24% 
 
 
Table 2.4 – Actual difference in air concentration for comparable data sets 
    ΔC 
Comparison Pair Q (l/s) MAX AVG MIN 
Probe 10 vs. Probe 10 140.0 1.87% 0.42% 0.02% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 140.0 7.43% 1.94% 0.01% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 565.0 8.53% 1.22% 0.01% 
 
Flow Patterns 
Flow patterns on a stepped chute downstream of a labyrinth weir have several 
distinct differences relative to flow patterns on a stepped chute downstream of a linear 
weir (Figure 2.3). First, flow bulking begins within the labyrinth outlet cycles and  
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Figure 2.3. (a) Side view of and (b) looking upstream at a broad-crested weir and (c) side 
view of and (d) looking upstream at a labyrinth weir (Q=140.0 l/s, h=101.6 mm). 
 
upstream of the chute; therefore, no clearwater region and no inception point or inception 
length, Li, exists when a stepped chute features a nonlinear weir crest. Additionally, the 
labyrinth weir geometry creates a non-uniform flow distribution at the chute entrance. 
The interaction of the nappes within the outlet cycles results in flow 
concentrations aligned with the downstream apexes (Figure 2.4). This nonuniform flow 
pattern is herein defined as a valley-ridge-valley profile, or VRV profile, and is observed 
in this study for all tested step heights and discharges. The VRV profile causes flow 
patterns downstream which include large-scale turbulence features, standing waves, and 
shockwaves that interact with the chute. 
Proceeding down the chute the flow seeks to reestablish transverse uniformity or 
consistent flow properties across the chute. Similarly, the flow seeks to establish 
streamwise uniformity or constant flow properties along the chute. 
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Figure 2.4. Flow concentrations at the downstream apexes of the labyrinth weir (Q=140.0 
l/s, h=101.6 mm). 
 
As shown for the smooth chute configuration in Figure 2.5, the VRV profile from 
the labyrinth weir (Figure 2.5a) causes shockwaves to propagate along the entire flume 
length with gradual wave attenuation (Figure 2.5d). Without the continual aeration 
provided by the steps, the aeration initiated by the labyrinth weir is lost along the length 
of the smooth chute. For h=101.6 mm and h=203.2 mm, the VRV profile from the 
labyrinth weir causes standing waves to be visible downstream of the outlet cycles over 
Step 1.0 (Figure 2.5b and 2.5c). The steps, for both h=101.6 mm and h=203.2 mm, 
increasingly diminish these standing waves and maintain aeration with increasing length 
along the chute, L (Figure 2.5e and 2.5f). The flow depth appears to be shallowest for the 
smooth chute and deepest for the h=203.2 mm stepped configuration for equal discharges 
over the entire chute length. The smooth chute is audibly the quietest configuration and 
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Figure 2.5. Flow pattern comparison for Q=285.0 l/s between (a and d) h=0.0 mm, (b and 
e) h=101.6 mm, and (c and f) h=203.2 mm. 
 
Labyrinth-induced flow patterns in the chute are also a function of discharge. The 
distance between shockwaves increases with increasing Q and V. For example, on the 
smooth chute the first shockwave for Q=140.0 l/s occurs prior to Step 1.0 whereas the 
first shockwave for Q=285.0 l/s occurs just upstream of Step 2.0. Increasing flow rates on 
the smooth chute experience increasing retention of the initial aeration by the labyrinth 
weir. Visually, the Q=425.0 l/s and Q=565.0 l/s flow rates reach transverse uniform flow 
depths and air concentrations for the smooth chute prior to the end of the chute. None of 
the flow rates on the smooth chute exhibit streamwise uniform depths or air 
concentrations within the available chute length. 
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Figure 2.6 presents the change in flow patterns for varying flow rates on the 
h=101.6 mm configuration (Figures A1 and A3 similarly showcase the smooth chute and 
h=203.2 mm configurations). For the h=101.6 mm configuration at Q=140.0 l/s and 285.0 
l/s, the flow concentrations fluctuate between the center- and right-transects as flow 
progresses along the chute prior to reaching a visually transverse uniform depth at about 
Step 6.0 (Figure 2.6b). Any fluctuating patterns in flow concentration are unidentifiable 
for discharges Q=425.0 l/s and Q=565.0 l/s over the h=101.6 mm configuration. Visually, 
these two higher discharges also reach transverse uniform depths before the end of the 
chute (Figure 2.6c). All flow rates for h=101.6 mm visually exhibit streamwise uniform 
depths and air concentrations prior to the chute end. 
 
Figure 2.6. Flow pattern comparison for h=101.6mm between (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) Q=285 
l/s, and (c) Q=565 l/s. 
 
For the h=203.2 mm configuration, the 140.0 l/s discharge produced nappe flow 
whereas the three highest flow rate produced skimming flow. Despite the varying flow 
regimes, all flow rates visually achieve transverse uniform depth and air concentration for 
h=203.2 mm at or before Step 4.0. All flow rates for h=203.2 mm visually exhibit 
streamwise uniform depths and air concentrations prior to the chute end. Additional 
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photos comparing the four flow rates over each experimental configuration are provided 
in Appendix A. 
Flow Properties 
As shown in Figures 2.3-2.6, the flow features downstream of a labyrinth weir in 
a 3H:1V chute differ from stepped chutes with linear weir crests. The use of the dual-tip 
phase-detection probe gives insight into how C, y, u, and Tu vary within the chute. 
Air Concentration 
Typical C and u profiles for the center and right streamwise transects are 
presented in Figure 2.7; complete profiles along the transect at each step edge are  
 
Figure 2.7. Center and right air concentration and velocity profiles for h=101.6 mm 
where Q=285.0 l/s at (a) Step 1.0, (b) Step 2.5, and (c) Step 7.0 and where Q=565.0 l/s at 
(d) Step 1.0, (e) Step 2.5, and (f) Step 7.0 
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presented in Appendix B (Figures B1-B12). Figure 2.8 shows the average air 
concentration, Cmean, plotted against the length along the chute normalized by the critical 
depth, dc, for each configuration tested. Eq. 3 (e.g., Bung 2011, Hunt et al. 2014) was 




 𝐶(𝑦) 𝑑𝑦 (3) 
where C(y) is the air concentration at each depth y and 𝑑 = 𝑞 𝑔⁄ . 
 
Figure 2.8. Average air concentrations along the center and right transects for (a) the 
smooth chute, (b) h=101.6 mm, and (c) h=203.2 mm. Note: All step sizes and flow rates 
express skimming flow except for Q=140 l/s and h=203.2 mm which expresses nappe 
flow. 
 
Due to greater influences of the labyrinth weir and the size of h on lower flow 
rates, more air entrainment occurs for lower flow rates than for higher flow rates. Initial 
effects of the labyrinth weir on air concentration diminish and air concentration becomes 
more uniform as flow moves down the chute. This is caused by the continuous turbulence 
imposed by the steps on the flow (Figures 2.5 and 2.6).  
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In chutes with linear weirs, higher flows are expected to reach uniform air 
concentrations farther downstream than lower flows. This study observes the opposite 
with uniform air concentrations occurring farther upstream for the higher flows than for 
the lower flows. Causes for this reversed trend may include how flow entry angles 
compare with the chute angle, how the labyrinth weir initiates air entrainment, or how 
flow rates fill the step niches for the various flow rates (Figure 2.9). A study with a 
longer chute may, though it is unlikely, unveil nonuniform air concentrations farther 
downstream for higher flow rates. 
 
 
Figure 2.9. Flow entering chute downstream of labyrinth weir for h=101.6mm where (a) 
Q=285.0 l/s and (b) Q=565.0 l/s. 
 
Depth 
In highly aerated flows, a characteristic flow depth representing the water surface 
is based upon air concentration. For example, Hunt and Kadavy (2017), Felder and 
Chanson (2011), and others use y90 as a characteristic depth for aerated flows in stepped 
chutes. In this study, Figure 2.10 shows the y90 transects for the center- and right-
transects compared against L with both y90 and L normalized by dc. 
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The y90 data supports visual observations (Figure 2.5) of the labyrinth-induced 
flow structure with large fluctuating depth differences across the channel for lower flows 
and diminishing depth differences across the channel for higher flows. Both the smooth 
chute and the stepped chute configurations show this trend. The larger h=203.2 mm 
achieves transverse uniform depths and streamwise uniform depths farther upstream than 
the smaller h=101.6mm and the smooth chute configuration for equivalent flow rates. 
Boes and Hager (2003) suggest a method for calculating the vertical distance to 
streamwise uniform depth on a stepped chute via Eq. 5: 
𝐻 ,
𝑑
≈ 24(𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃) ⁄ (5) 
Multiplying Eq. 5 by the horizontal component of the chute slope results in the 
horizontal distance to streamwise uniform clear water depth, Lu. For a chute of θ =18.4° 
(3H:1V), this method results in Lu/dc≈33.42 independent of Q and h. This suggests 
streamwise uniform flow depth can only be achieved for Q=140.0 l/s, where L/dc exceeds 
33.42, and not for the higher flow rates, where L/dc does not exceed 33.42, within the 
chute length of this study (Figure 2.10). As seen in Figure 2.10d-2.10f, the flow rates 
greater than Q=140.0 l/s may achieve, and certainly approach, streamwise uniform flow 
depth conditions within the present chute length. In the case presented by Figure 2.10e, 
and knowing L is equivalent for all Q values tested, Lu is shorter for Q=425.0 l/s and 
Q=565.0 l/s than for Q=285.0 l/s and Q=140.0 l/s. It appears the greater the impact on 
profile depth by the labyrinth weir the longer chute length needed to achieve streamwise 
uniform flow depth. Transverse uniform flow depth, if defined as the location where 
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y90r/y90c becomes and stays within ±10% of 1, is certainly achieved for higher flow rates 
farther upstream than lower flow rates (Figure 2.10d-2.10f). 
 
 
Figure 2.10. Comparison of flow depth for the center and right transects for (a and d) the 
smooth chute, (b and e) h=101.6mm, and (c and f) h=203.2mm. 
 
Velocity 
The velocity occurring at depth y90, or u90, is not always a characteristic velocity 
of the vertical profile (Figure 2.7). The average velocity of the vertical step edge profile 
is used as the characteristic velocity for each step edge along the streamwise transect. 
Both the h=203.2 mm and the h=101.6 mm step configurations dramatically reduce 
velocities when compared with the smooth chute configuration (Figure 2.11). The smooth 
chute and h=203.2 mm configurations display similar trends of converging velocities. 
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Figure 2.11. Comparison of average velocities along the center and right transects for (a) 
the smooth chute, (b) h=101.6mm, and (c) h=203.2mm 
 
Velocities in the smooth chute never reach streamwise uniformity as the chute is too short 
but does achieve close transverse uniform flow velocities. As with flow depth, the 
labyrinth weir effects the lower flow rates more than the higher flow rates for the smooth 
chute and h=203.2mm configurations. The h=101.6mm configuration reaches uniform 
transverse velocities for Q=140.0 l/s and Q=285.0 l/s, but the Q=425.0 l/s and Q=565.0 
l/s flow rates do not achieve uniformity or converge. 
The cause of this “parallel” velocity transect trend is largely unknown. What is 
known is the initial difference in average velocities across the chute at Step 1.0 for 
Q=565.0 l/s over the three configurations. Using Eq. 1 with V1=Vc and V2=Vr, the percent 
difference in local average velocity between center and right transects at Step 1.0 are 
11.8%, 17.4%, and 14.8% for the smooth chute, h=101.6mm, and h=202.3mm, 
respectively. It appears each configuration starts with similar differences in velocity for 
Q=565.0 l/s. Perhaps the smooth chute and h=203.2mm configurations have a greater 
impact on the flow due to a close interaction between the water and the physical 
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boundaries, and perhaps the flow is aerated to such an extent over the h=101.6mm 
configuration the flow does not interact with the physical boundaries. 
Turbulence 
The code by Kramer et al. (2019, 2020) calculates turbulence as 𝑇 = 𝑢 /𝑈  where 
urms is the square root of mean velocity fluctuations and Umax is the maximum local 
average velocity. As previously mentioned, this study was not focused on turbulence so 
the value of Tu was not extrapolated out to Np=1 as suggested by Kramer et al. (2020). 
However, general turbulence trends averaged over 5≤Np≤15 are observed in Figure 2.12:  
 
 
Figure 2.12. Turbulence profiles where h=101.6mm for (a) the center transect at Q=285.0 
l/s, (b) the right transect at Q=285.0 l/s, (c) the center transect at Q=565.0 l/s, and (d) the 
right transect at Q=565.0 l/s. 
 
The most turbulent region exists directly downstream of the labyrinth weir. Some 




and 2.12b). Otherwise, turbulence decreases as flow proceeds downstream and trends 
toward uniformity (Figure 2.12c and 2.12d). Turbulence profiles for each step edge along 
the center and right transects are shown in Appendix B (Figures B13-B24). 
Conclusions 
Flow patterns were observed and flow properties were quantified for a labyrinth 
crested stepped chute with a moderate slope of 3H:1V or 18.4 degrees. Two stepped 
configurations were tested and compared against a smooth chute configuration. Observed 
flow patterns included instant aeration and non-uniform flow distribution by the labyrinth 
weir. This removed the traditional point of inception and introduced turbulence, standing 
waves, and shockwaves into the chute. Flow depths appeared greater for the largest step 
size and shallowest for the smooth chute. The largest step size was audibly the loudest 
and the smooth chute audibly the quietest. The two stepped configurations typically 
achieved streamwise and transverse uniformity visually prior to reaching the stilling 
basin whereas the smooth chute typically had shockwaves entering the stilling basin. 
Flow properties measured included air concentrations, depths, velocities, and 
turbulence. The labyrinth weir initializes high air concentrations which are moderated by 
the steps as flow moves downstream. Higher discharges exhibit streamwise uniformity in 
average air concentrations farther upstream than lower discharges do. Flow depth is 
characterized by the depth at air concentrations of 90%. Similar trends in streamwise 
uniformity of depth occur as with air concentration for given discharges. Distance to 
streamwise uniform depth is compared with an equation from Boes and Hager (2003) and 
suggests Boes and Hager (2003) overestimate distance to streamwise uniform depth for a 
stepped chute with a labyrinth crest. The velocity at the depth where air concentration is 
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90% is a poor representation of the vertical profile velocity so average profile velocity is 
used instead. The stepped configurations reduce velocities more readily than the smooth 
chute configuration. Transverse velocity uniformity is discussed. Turbulence values were 
not a main focus but observations included higher discharges having lower, more uniform 
turbulence values than lower discharges with higher, more fluctuating turbulence values. 
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HYDRAULIC DESIGN GUIDANCE FOR A MODERATE-SLOPED STEPPED 
CHUTE WITH A LABYRINTH CREST 
 
Abstract 
Spillway rehabilitation is needed as existing infrastructure ages and design 
standards are modernized. A stepped chute with a labyrinth crest provides a spillway 
rehabilitation alternative which is economical and does not require a large footprint. Due 
to limited research, however, the exact implications of a stepped chute with a labyrinth 
crest are unknown. What is known, is labyrinth weirs and stepped chutes dissipate 
energy, introduce aeration, and increase turbulence within the flow. Combinations of 
stepped chutes with labyrinth crests present challenging design needs. This research seeks 
to identify design guidance for such combination spillways like sidewall height, length to 
flow uniformity, and energy dissipation. The results concluded the sidewall height can be 
appropriately sized using existing methods when the maximum flow depth, occurring at 
the chute entrance, is used. Aeration, initiated by the labyrinth weir, plays a critical role 
in achieving uniform flow farther upstream. A stepped spillway with a labyrinth crest 
appears to dissipate less energy compared to a stepped spillway with a linear crest. 
 
Keywords: stepped chute, labyrinth weir, chute sidewall height, distance to uniformity, 
energy dissipation  
Introduction 
Water reservoirs provide many benefits including flood control, water storage and 
supply, and power generation. Water stored in a reservoir has potential energy needed for 
power generation and gravity-fed water distribution. This potential energy also poses a 
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risk to the natural river channel and other entities downstream. Energy in the flow of 
water released from a reservoir must be dissipated prior to the flow entering the natural 
river channel downstream. In making design considerations for sustainability (Erpicum et 
al. 2020), not to mention minimizing risk, designers have sought options for more 
compact spillway footprints. A stepped chute with a labyrinth crest is one such spillway 
with a small footprint. Though several forms of energy dissipaters exist for the spillway 
terminus, a common type of energy dissipater is the stilling basin. 
Stilling Basins 
Previous works by Peterka 1974 (United States Bureau of Reclamation 
Monograph 25) and United States Department of Agriculture (1959) have attempted to 
streamline and optimize stilling basin design. Stilling basins are available in several 
varieties and are easily adapted to site specific conditions. Stilling basins often require a 
footprint within natural river systems which leads to ecological impacts and extensive 
permitting. One solution to minimize stilling basin size and use is to dissipate energy 
upstream of the stilling basin in the spillway chute. 
Stepped Chutes 
Stepped chutes were historically constructed by tedious methods of timber cribs 
or masonry (Chanson, 2002). Now stepped chutes can be constructed of RCC efficiently 
for a low cost (Hepler, 2018). This, and the energy dissipative qualities of stepped chutes, 
are causing stepped chutes to become a popular choice for spillway retrofits and designs. 
Ruff & Ward (2002), Chanson & Toombes (2002b), Chatila & Jurdi (2004), Hunt & 
Kadavy (2010a, 2010b), Felder & Chanson (2015, 2017), and others have studied the 
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energy dissipative qualities of stepped chutes. As reported by Ruff & Ward (2002), 
Chanson & Toombes (2002b), and Hunt & Kadavy (2010b), the upper limit of energy 
dissipation by a stepped chute with a linear crest weir ranges between about 70% and 
90% depending on discharge; higher discharges result in lower energy dissipation. Valero 
et al. (2018) report stilling basin performance is enhanced by turbulence introduced by 
stepped chutes. These energy dissipative qualities make stepped chutes an intriguing 
alternative for dam retrofit or design where project footprints need to be minimized. In 
the case of the Melton Dam in Melton, Australia, the Sosnovsky Farm Dam in Russia, 
and possibly others stilling basins were not included as part of the spillway design. 
Though exact reasons are unknown, it is suspected the stepped chutes of these two 
spillways dissipated enough energy to make a stilling basin unwarranted. 
Labyrinth Weirs 
Labyrinth weirs are a type of nonlinear weir which allow for higher flow capacity 
within a smaller footprint than linear weirs. The narrow footprint and straightforward 
construction make labyrinth weirs an appealing and affordable alternative for spillway 
retrofits on older dams. This is especially true of earth embankment dams where ample 
upstream to downstream distances are available. Labyrinth weirs have been studied for 
about 80 years. These studies have focused on design geometries and hydraulic 
performance (Geoffrey, 1968; Hay & Taylor, 1970; Crookston, 2010) and energy 
dissipation of labyrinth weirs (Magalhaes & Lorena, 1994; Lopes et al., 2011; Crookston, 
2020). Magalhaes & Lorena (1994), Lopes et al. (2011) and Crookston (2020) report 
energy dissipation by labyrinth weirs to be as low as 15% and as high as 85% depending 
on unit discharge; higher unit discharges result in less energy dissipation. The turbulent 
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region created downstream of labyrinth weirs introduces uncertainty in the flow 
hydraulics on spillways and energy dissipaters immediately downstream. 
Nonlinear Crests and Stepped Chutes 
Combinations of labyrinth weirs and stepped chutes, with narrow footprints and 
low-cost construction, have been used in several projects such as Charmine Dam 
(France), Giritale Dam (Sri Lanka), Lake Ralph Hall Dam (TX, USA), Standley Lake 
Dam (CO, USA), and Lake Townsend Dam (NC, USA). Other than site specific models 
tested for the previous examples, extensive studies have not been performed for joint 
applications of labyrinth weirs and stepped chutes. This research investigates the impact 
of labyrinth weirs and stepped chutes on energy dissipation. 
Experimental Setup 
This research took place at the Utah Water Research Laboratory at Utah State 
University in Utah, USA. Two flumes were used: a horizontal, rectangular channel and a 
moderately-sloped stepped-chute.  
Labyrinth Weir and Rectangular Prismatic Channel 
The rectangular prismatic channel had a horizontal floor with a flume width (W) 
of 1.22 m and a length (L) of about 14.6 m. This flume provides calm uniform flows by 
way of a baffled headbox and wave suppressor. The weir used in this flume was a 2-cycle 
labyrinth weir with a crest height (P) of 305 mm, a side leg angle (α) of 10°, a weir depth 
(B) of 1.389 m, an interior apex length (A) of 35.8 mm, an exterior apex length (D) of 
99.7 mm, a crest width (tw) of 38.1 mm, and a quarter round crest with a radius (rc) of 
19.05 mm 
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Upstream depth measurements were taken from a pressure tap located 4.5P 
upstream of the weir with a stilling well and a precision point gage accurate to 0.305 mm. 
Downstream depth measurements were taken a distance of 18P and 20.5P downstream of 
the labyrinth weir with a stilling well and precision point gage accurate to 0.305 mm. An 
orifice plate and datalogger accurate to ±0.5% were used to measure flow discharge (Q) 
averaged for 5 minute durations once flow achieved steady state. 
Labyrinth Weir and Stepped Chute 
The headbox of the stepped chute produced uniform approach flow conditions by 
way of a diffuser pipe and a long upstream approach. Since the headbox was deep, a 
sloped floor was installed with an angle from horizontal of 39.8° to simulate the pool side 
of embankment dams. 
A 2-cycle labyrinth weir, different from the labyrinth weir used in the rectangular 
prismatic channel, was installed at the crest of the stepped chute. This labyrinth weir had 
the following parameters: P=330 mm, α=10.67°, B=1.016 m, A=38.1 mm, D=101.3 mm, 
and tw=38.1 mm. The labyrinth crest had an upstream crest radius of 1/3tw and a 
downstream crest radius of 2/3tw forming an ogee-like, half-round crest profile. 
The stepped chute was constructed with a height, from stilling basin floor to top 
of apron, of 1.83m, a W=1.02m, and a chute angle from horizontal (θ) of 18.43°. The 
stepped chute had 8 steps with a step riser height (h) of 203.2 mm and a step tread length 
(l) of 609.6 mm. This study used the h=203.2 mm step configuration as well as two 
inserts which formed a smaller step configuration (h=101.6mm, l=304.8mm) and a 
smooth chute configuration. A schematic of the stepped chute is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Flow exiting the stepped chute entered a stilling basin. The stilling basin had a 
horizontal basin floor ending with a 45° beveled sill with a sill height and length of 55 
mm. The distance from the toe of the chute pseudo-bottom to the sill was 2.78 m. The 
chute ended with a stoplog assembly to control tailwater depth within the stilling basin. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Experimental setup of stepped chute with labyrinth crest. All three 
configurations (h=203.2 mm, h=101.6 mm, and the smooth chute) are represented. 
 
Flow discharges were measured with an ASTM calibrated venturi meter and 
pressure transducer accurate to within ±0.25%. Upstream and downstream flow depths 
were measured with a stilling well and precision point gage accurate to 0.305 mm. Flow 
to the upstream stilling well was supplied by a pressure tap located at 10P upstream of 
the weir and 4P below the weir crest in the sidewall of the headbox. The pressure tap for 
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the downstream stilling well was placed in the floor 12.5P downstream of the chute toe to 
ensure measurements were taken downstream of the hydraulic jump. 
A summary of the experimental conditions for this study are shown in Table 3.1 
and include the step height (h), the flow rate (Q), the step height over the critical depth 
(h/dc), the local Froude value (F), the Froude in terms of roughness height (F*), the local 
Reynolds number (R), and the local Weber number (We). Critical depth is defined as 
𝑑 = (𝑞/ 𝑔) /  where q is the unit discharge (m2/s) and g is the gravitational 
acceleration constant (9.81 m/s2). The local Froude value is defined as 𝐹 = 𝑉/ 𝑔 × 𝑦  
where V is the local average velocity (m/s) and ycw is the equivalent non-aerated flow 
Table 3.1 – Stepped Chute with Labyrinth Crest Experiment Conditions 
h (mm) Q (l/s) h/dc F F* R (x 105) We (x 103) 
Smooth 140.0 - 3.3  to  10.0 - 0.67  to  1.85 3.8  to  16.1 
Smooth 285.0 - 2.2  to  7.5 - 1.92  to  3.15 9.5  to  26.3 
Smooth 425.0 - 2.0  to  6.1 - 2.52  to  5.49 14.0  to  35.1 
Smooth 565.0 - 1.9  to  5.5 - 3.33  to  7.32 20.8  to  46.4 
101.6 140.0 0.81 2.1  to  5.1 2.7 0.90  to  1.64 4.2  to  8.0 
101.6 285.0 0.51 1.5  to  4.8 5.3 1.85  to  3.28 8.9  to  17.9 
101.6 425.0 0.39 1.4  to  4.6 8.0 2.84  to  5.52 15.1  to  31.2 
101.6 565.0 0.32 1.5  to  4.3 10.6 3.38  to  7.54 21.2  to  42.1 
203.2 140.0 1.62 2.1  to  4.7 0.9 0.70  to  1.56 3.2  to  7.9 
203.2 285.0 1.02 2.2  to  4.5 1.9 2.21  to  2.62 10.3  to  17.6 
203.2 425.0 0.77 1.9  to  4.6 2.8 2.97  to  4.54 14.3  to  29.0 
203.2 565.0 0.64 1.8  to  4.5 3.7 3.44  to  6.25 20.5  to  38.4 
 
depth (m). The Reynold’s number is defined as 𝑅 = 𝑉 × 𝑦 /𝜈 where ν (1.52 × 10  
m2/s) is kinematic viscosity. The Froude in terms of roughness height is defined as 𝐹∗ =
𝑞/ 𝑔 × sin (𝜃) × (h cos(𝜃)) / . The Weber number defined as 𝑊𝑒 = (𝜌 × 𝑉 × 𝑦 )/
𝜎 where ρ is density of water (1000 kg/m3) and σ is surface tension (7.54 × 10  N/m). 
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Stepped Chute Data Acquisition Equipment 
Air concentration, flow depth, velocity, and turbulence data were collected using 
a dual-tip phase-detection probe. A signal receiver box controlled the probe tip voltage 
supply and received the probe signal. A high-speed USB carrier (USB-9201) from 
National Instruments relayed the signal in a recognizable format from the receiver box to 
the LabVIEW computer program. The LabVIEW program performed some preliminary 
filtering and saved the probe signal as a binary file. The probe, signal receiver box, and 
LabVIEW program were provided by the University of New South Wales. The 
LabVIEW program, in addition to receiving and recording the probe signal, controlled 
the data sample rate, time duration, and probe location. 
The control of the probe location by the LabVIEW program was made possible by 
a 4-axis CNC machine and a mechanical arm. The mechanical arm was rigidly mounted 
to the sidewalls of the stepped chute and controlled movement in two of three axes (x-
axis and y-axis shown in Figure 3.1) with movement across the flume (z-axis) performed 
manually. A robust mechanical arm configuration minimized probe vibrations. The 
computer-controlled movement of the probe in the x and y directions had an accuracy of 
0.5 mm or finer. The probe location was carefully referenced to the step edges (or 
equivalent smooth chute locations) for the x- and y-axes locations and to the right-hand 
sidewall for the z-axis locations. As seen in Figure 3.1, two manually aligned transects 
were taken along the length of the flume. The z-coordinate of these transects 
corresponded to 0.25W (center of the labyrinth weir outlet cycle) and 0.5W (center apex 
of the labyrinth weir). 
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The mechanical arm allowed data collection along both transects along all step 
edges except at Step 3.5 for the h=101.6 mm configuration (facility limitation). For the 
smooth chute, locations corresponded to the step edges of the h=203.2 mm configuration. 
The stepped configurations allowed a minimum measurement location of y=2.5 mm from 
the step edges; the smooth configuration allowed for a minimum measurement location of 
y=10.0 mm from the chute floor. Data was collected throughout the water column at 
increments of y=5.0 mm for q=0.14 m2/s and q=0.28 m2/s and increments of y=7.0 mm 
for q=0.42 m2/s and q=0.56 m2/s. Low flow depths over the smooth chute configuration 
necessitated an additional increment of y=2.5 mm for q=0.14 m2/s and q=0.28 m2/s over 
at Steps 4.0-7.0. 
Data Processing and Filtering 
The binary file created by the LabVIEW program was analyzed using the 
MATLAB program created by Kramer et al. (2019, 2020). The MATLAB program 
included the methods and best practices presented by Kramer et al. (2020). These 
methods and best practices remained unaltered for this study resulting in the value of the 
cross-correlation based filtering parameter (A) remaining at 0.4, velocity bias was 
corrected with a window duration weighting scheme, the number of sample particles (Np) 
remained between 5 and 15, and a sufficient data yield sampling duration was selected. 
Please note, Kramer et al. (2020) suggest selecting a single Np which best represents the 
data. Instead, this study collected and averaged the data over the entire range of 5 ≤
𝑁 ≤ 15. 
To determine an appropriate sampling period (T) initial data was acquired at the 
facility’s maximum sampling rate (f) of 250 kHz for T=600 s. The 600 s sampling period 
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was analyzed in smaller sampling periods of T=300 s, T=150 s, T=90 s, and T=45 s. The 
local velocities (u) and void fractions (C) of the smaller sampling periods values were 
compared to u and C of the 600 s sampling period to select the minimum sampling period 
permissible. The u and C values for T=90 s differed from the u and C values of T=600 s 
by 0.77% – 2.05% for u and 1.63% – 6.67% for C; thus, T=90 s was selected as the 
minimum sampling period to minimize error while maximizing available data collection 
time. 
Examples of the probability mass function (PMF) plots and data yield plots for 
f=250 kHz and T=90 s are shown in Figure 3.2. Even at y=16.5 mm, near the clearwater  
 
Figure 3.2. PMF plots at Q=565.0 l/s, h=203.2 mm, center of Step 4.0 for (a) y=16.5mm, 
(b) y=114.5mm, and (c) y=226.5mm. Data yield plots at Q=565.0 l/s, center of Step 4.0 
for (d) h=101.6mm and (e) h=202.3mm configurations. 
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region of the flow where velocity data is less reliable (Kramer et al. 2020), minimal non-
physical velocities (𝑢 ≤ 0) exist (Figure 3.2a). Figure 3.2b and 3.2c represent locations 
corresponding to 50% (y=114.5 mm) of the flow and the top (y=226.5 mm) of the flow 
for comparison. 
Since some non-physical velocity data were present, further velocity filtering 
occurred using two approaches. The velocity data were first filtered by a double threshold 
technique where velocity values outside the range 0.1 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ 25 m/s were excluded. The 
velocity data were then filtered by a statistical approach where velocity values outside 1.5 
times the interquartile range were excluded. The MATLAB function created for filtering 
the velocities is shown as VeloFilter in Appendix D. 
Repeatability 
Results from two equivalent dual-tip phase-detection probes were compared at 
equivalent flow conditions to establish experimental accuracy and repeatability. The 
velocity data collected with both probes, designated as u1 for one probe and u2 for the 
other, were compared with a percent difference equation outlined in Equation 1: 
𝜀 =
|𝑢 − 𝑢 |
0.5 × (𝑢 + 𝑢 )
× 100 (1) 
where ε is the percent difference. According to Kramer et al. (2020), more erroneous 
local velocities occur where phase changes between air and water are less prevalent. Such 
areas exist near the top and bottom of the flow outside the range of depths from where 
C=0.1 (y10) to where C=0.9 (y90). Velocity data from both probes are compared in Table 
3.2 for the depths within the y10 to y90 range and the depths within the full range. The 
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percent differences in velocity between probes were less than 10% within the y10 to y90 
range. 
 
Table 3.2 – Percent difference between Probes 9 and 10 for localized velocities  




Range MAX AVG MIN 
Probe 10 vs. Probe 10 0.14 y10 – y90 2.97% 1.02% 0.06% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 0.14 y10 – y90 9.76% 4.90% 2.61% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 0.56 y10 – y90 6.90% 5.31% 4.15% 
Probe 10 vs. Probe 10 0.14 full 10.27% 2.01% 0.06% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 0.14 full 27.50% 7.33% 2.14% 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 0.56 full 68.88% 9.93% 3.24% 
 
The void fraction data from both probes were compared over the full range using 
the absolute value of the difference between void fractions (Δ𝐶 = |𝐶 − 𝐶 |). A direct 
difference was taken for void fraction since percent differences are skewed in decimal 
numbers less than one. The results show the void fraction varied by less than 0.1 or 10% 
(Table 3.3). The repeatability of the data sets for this study are maintained as ε<10% and 
ΔC<0. 
 
Table 3.3 – Differences between Probes 9 and 10 for void fractions 




MAX AVG MIN 
Probe 10 vs. Probe 10 0.14 0.0187 0.0042 0.0002 
Probe 9 vs. Probe 10 0.14 0.0743 0.0194 0.0001 




The design process of a stepped chute includes sizing chute sidewalls and 
determining a terminal structure to dissipate any excess energy and safely transition flows 
from the spillway to the downstream channel. For the latter, consideration must be given 
for flow uniformity in the stepped chute and energy dissipation provided by the crest and 
chute. Thus, information regarding sidewall height selection, lengths required to reach 
uniformity in either the streamwise or transverse directions, and energy dissipation along 
the chute is provided herein. 
Step Convention 
Many of the following figures display chute length by step number for clarity. 
These step numbers range between 1.0-7.0 and represent the h=203.2 mm step edges. The 
h=101.6 mm steps being half the size of the h=203.2 mm steps have additional steps 
denoted as ‘half’ steps and range from 0.5-7.0. Data for the smooth chute configuration 
was collected at locations equivalent to the distance from the start of the chute to each 
h=203.2 mm step edge. To aid with design, each step edge is paired with a respective L/dc 
in Table 3.4. 
 




dc    
(m) 
L/dc for given step number 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 
0.14 0.126 5.10 10.21 15.31 20.42 25.52 30.62 35.73 
0.28 0.200 3.22 6.43 9.65 12.86 16.08 19.29 22.51 
0.42 0.263 2.44 4.89 7.33 9.77 12.22 14.66 17.11 
0.56 0.316 2.03 4.06 6.09 8.12 10.16 12.19 14.22 





Three different flow regimes, though not a main focus in this study, were 
observed on the stepped chutes and are therefore noted. For h=203.2 mm, the Q=140 l/s 
flow rate manifested a nappe flow regime and the Q=285 l/s flow rate manifested a type 
B skimming flow regime as defined by Ohtsu et al. (2004). A type B skimming flow 
regime is where all nappes are filled but the pseudo-bottom is not well established. All 
other flow rates on both stepped chute configurations manifested a traditional skimming 
flow regime, or type A skimming flow regime as defined by Ohtsu et al. (2004), with 
filled nappes and well-established pseudo-bottoms. 
Chute Sidewall Height 
The estimation of chute sidewall heights for aerated flows is essential for dam 
safety. For a skimming flow regime, the flow depths in a stepped chute typically increase 
and approach a constant in the streamwise direction moving downstream when the 
stepped chute has a linear crest. This was not observed on the stepped chute immediately 
downstream of the labyrinth crest (over Step 1 to about Step 3) since the flow depth is 
highly influenced by the flow structure generated immediately downstream of the 
labyrinth weir (this is a function of labyrinth geometry, discharge, and step height). In 
this study, this region is highly aerated and turbulent but the estimated y90 and y100 were 
relatively close, indicating less splash and spray. A second, transitional region was 
observed from about Step 3 to Step 5, where accelerating flows cause depths to decrease 
but splash and spray to increase. The final region is where uniformity occurred for the 
majority of cases and this region exhibited the greatest splash and spray. Due to the fact 
the greatest flow depths may not occur in this final region (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4), the 
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flow depths within the entire stepped chute should be considered when sizing spillway 
sidewalls for moderate stepped chutes with a labyrinth crest. 
In literature, information is available for selecting stepped chute sidewall heights 
with traditionally linear crests, which is juxtaposed with the results of this study for 
general comparison. Typically, the reference flow depth is y90, which is then multiplied 
by a safety factor (SF) to select an appropriate sidewall height, ysw. Boes and Minor 
(2000), Matos (2003), and Ohtsu et al. (2004) recommended ysw ranging from 1.2 × 𝑦  
to 1.5 × 𝑦 . Hunt and Kadavy (2016) proposed Eqs. 2 and 3: 
𝑦
𝑦







              ℎ/𝑑 > 0.4 (3) 
where ysw may be considered similar to y100 (y100 is the depth at which C≈1) as in the 
context of design y100/y90 also represents a design SF for selection of ysw. In this study, 
negligible splash and spray was visually present above the y100 reported by the dual-tip 
phase-detection probe. The y100/y90 for each q and corresponding ratio of chute length 
from weir apron to critical depth (L/dc) are presented in Figure 3.3 along with the 
predicted heights from Eqs. 2 and 3. 
Although some agreement is present between the results of this study and 
published literature for sidewall height selection, Figure 3.3 highlights the need for 
labyrinth-influenced stepped chute height design guidance as a significant portion of the 
data was not within 1.2 <SF<1.5.  For the h=101.6 mm (Figure 3.3a) and h=203.2 
configurations (Figure 3.3b), all y100/y90 depths fall below the Hunt and Kadavy (2016) 
recommended heights except for q=0.14 m2/s on the h=101.6 mm configuration. To 
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Figure 3.3. Plot comparing ysw/y90 as proposed by Hunt and Kadavy (2016) against 
y100/y90 for (a) h=101.6 mm and (b) h=203.2 mm. Note: the proposed ysw/y90=1.4 over 
h=101.6 mm for both q=0.42 m2/s and q=0.56 m2/s since h/dc<0.4. 
 
further explore selection of ysw, y90 depth profiles corresponding to each step are 
presented in Figure 3.4. The greatest flow depths occur nearest the labyrinth weir due to 
cycle-generated hydraulics, nappe trajectory, and flow bulking. Calculating ysw/y90 using 
a design depth equivalent to the maximum y90 depth provides a sidewall height sufficient 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Profiles of the y90 depths for the (a) smooth chute, (b) h=101.6 mm, and (c) 
h=203.2 mm configurations. 
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to contain all y100/y90 profiles including those present for q=0.14 m2/s on the h=101.6 mm 
configuration. This indicates the sidewall heights proposed by Hunt and Kadavy (2016) 
are appropriate for a stepped chute with labyrinth crest when applied using maximum 
flow depth. 
Distance to Uniformity 
A labyrinth weir removes the clearwater zone and inception point found on 
linearly crested stepped chutes and flows are aerated and nonuniform at the chute 
entrance. Thus, estimating chute lengths needed to reach general uniformity in the 
streamwise and transverse directions are of interest when considering published design 
guidance for the terminal structure of a spillway. For example, Peterka (1958) assumes a 
uniform unit discharge for hydraulically designing stilling basins and energy dissipaters. 
Boes and Hager (2003) considered ycw, C, and local Froude number (FL) to create 




= 24(sin 𝜃) ⁄ (4) 
where Hu is the vertical distance from top of crest to the location of streamwise or 
longitudinal uniformity. Bung (2011) also considered three parameters, specifically yavg, 
C, and u, for stepped chutes with slopes including the θ=18.4° as tested herein. Bung 
(2011) provided Eq. 5 for stepped chutes with slopes of 18.4° ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 26.6° with the first 
step serving as a broad-crested weir: 
𝐻
𝑑
= 20.5√sin 𝜃 (5) 
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Both studies defined Hu as the vertical distance downward from the weir crest to uniform 
flow conditions. For the sake of this study, the value of Hu in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 is 
considered as the vertical distance from the downstream edge of the weir apron, or chute 
entrance, to the step edge where uniformity is achieved. For figure consistency, Eq. 4 and 
Eq. 5 are multiplied by the chute slope ratio (3H:1V) to obtain the horizontal distance to 
uniformity Lu/dc (i.e. 𝐿 /𝑑 = 3 × 𝐻 /𝑑 ).The methodology used by Boes and Hager 
(2003) and Bung (2011), compared variations in ycw, C, and FL between the last step and 
preceding steps to determine the location of Hu.  
This study similarly determines streamwise uniformity by comparing variations in 
y90 depths, C profiles, u profiles, and FL values between all steps and the last step. The 
most upstream step at which these four parameters vary by less than 10% compared to 
the final step is considered the location of streamwise uniformity granted all following 
steps also have less than a 10% variation compared to the final step. For example, 
streamwise uniformity in flow depth occurs along the center transect at Step 5 for Q=565 
l/s (Figure 3.5). 
Since labyrinth weirs introduce nonuniformity across the chute, transverse 
uniformity is defined as the location where y90 depths, C profiles, u profiles, and FL 
values vary by less than 10% between the center and right transect on a single step edge. 
For example, transverse uniformity in flow depth occurs at Step 2 for Q=565 l/s (Figure 
3.5). Variations in y90 depths between transects for h=101.6 mm are shown in Figure 3.5; 
additional plots for h=203.2 and the smooth chute are shown in Appendix C (Figures C1 
and C2). 
The data show streamwise uniformity occurs more readily on a stepped chute than  
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Figure 3.5. Plot of y90 increasing in streamwise and transverse uniformity as flow moves 
downstream (h=101.6 mm). Both center (c) and right (r) transects are included. 
 
the smooth chute data (Compare Figures 3.5, C1, and C2). This is primarily due to the 
interaction of the flow with the steps. To further explore streamwise uniformity, Figure 
3.6 summarizes where streamwise uniformity is achieved for each of the four measured 
parameters. Each step is numbered and represented by a thin grey line with the maximum 
step being 7; any colored lines extending beyond 7 represent parameters for which 
uniformity was not achieved. For example, the smooth chute configuration used in this 
study was insufficiently long to reach uniformity in y90 for Q=140.0 l/s along the center 
transect (Figure 3.6a) and to reach uniformity in FL for Q=140.0 l/s and Q=285.0 l/s 
along the right transect (Figure 3.6d).  
Generally, higher flow rates require longer distances than lower flow rates to 
achieve streamwise uniformity. Streamwise uniformity is impacted by different flow 
regimes which are resultants of the interaction between discharge and step height. For 
example, compare the type B skimming flow regime existing for h=203.2 mm at 
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of uniformity parameters from step to step along the center 
transect for the (a) smooth chute, (b) h=101.6 mm, and (c) h=203.2 mm configurations 
and along the right transect for the (d) smooth chute, (e) h=101.6 mm, and (f) h=203.2 
mm configurations. Notes: Uniformity is the region outside of the polygons. Nappe flow 
regime exists for h=203.2 mm, Q=140.0 l/s; type B skimming flow regime exists for 
h=203.2 mm, Q=285.0 l/s. 
 
Q=285.0 l/s with the type A skimming flow regime existing for h=101.6 mm at Q=285.0 
l/s (Figure 3.6b). Interestingly, the napped flow regime occurring for h=203.2 mm at 
Q=140 l/s does not vary significantly from the type A skimming flow regime occurring 
for h=101.6 mm at Q=140 l/s (Figure 3.6). 
Despite the nonuniformity caused by the labyrinth weir, all stepped chute 
configurations and tested discharges of this study achieved streamwise uniformity prior 
to the estimates from Eqs. 4 and 5 proposed by Boes and Hager (2003) and Bung (2011), 
respectively. This may be attributed to the lack of a clearwater region and inception point. 
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Specifically, Hunt and Kadavy (2018) and Bung (2011) have mentioned streamwise 
uniform flow is established between 2 to 3 times the ratio of chute length to inception 
length (L/Li) for stepped chutes with linear crests. Since no L/Li location exists on a 
stepped chute with a labyrinth crest, this study proposes the initial turbulence and air 
entrainment from the labyrinth crest causes streamwise uniform flow achievement farther 
upstream. It is unclear whether or not streamwise uniformity is dependent on chute slope 
since only a single chute slope was tested in this study. Despite different chute slope 
ranges tested, the equations proposed by Boes and Hager (2003) and Bung (2011) do not 
clarify the role of chute slope in streamwise uniformity either.  
To further consider the trend in Figure 3.5 regarding transverse uniformity, Figure 
3.7 summarizes at what step edges transverse uniformity is achieved for all 
configurations tested.  
 
 
Figure 3.7. Comparison of uniformity parameters between center and right transects for 
(a) the smooth chute, (b) h=101.6 mm, and (c) h=203.2 mm configurations. Note: 
uniformity occurs outside of the polygons. 
 
Transverse uniformity typically occurs more readily on a stepped chute than a 
smooth chute. Figure 3.7b shows a lack of uniformity for Q=425 and Q=565 l/s over 
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h=101.6 mm which is due to the velocity trends shown in Figure 3.8 where V approaches 
transversely independent or parallel constants. Based upon laboratory observations of this 
study, transverse uniformity appears to be a function of h with larger steps requiring a 
shorter chute length than smaller steps. However, transverse uniformity may be more a 
function of the ratio of weir height to step height since Bung (2011) mentions uniformity 
is independent of step size for traditional or linear crests. 
 
Figure 3.8. Velocity trends for h=101.6 mm where Q=425 l/s and Q=565 l/s. 
 
Still, the labyrinth crest causes both streamwise and transverse uniformity to 
occur farther upstream than linear crests. The uniformity results of this study are 
compared with Eqs. 4 and 5 in Table 3.5. 
Energy Dissipation 
Combining stepped chutes with a labyrinth crest forces an “inception” point at the 
chute crest and introduces three-dimensional flow structures with highly aerated flow. To 
determine energy losses within these extreme conditions, energy calculations were 
performed using the velocity and depth measurements obtained at each step edge.  
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Table 3.5 – Comparison between data and Equations 4 and 5 for horizontal length to 







Streamwise Lu/dc Lu/dc 
(Eq. 3) 
Lu/dc 
(Eq. 4) (center) (right) 
smooth 0.14 N/A N/A N/A 
33.4 34.6 
smooth 0.28 N/A 19 N/A 
smooth 0.42 7 15 15 
smooth 0.56 10 12 12 
101.6 0.14 28 20 28 
101.6 0.28 21 18 16 
101.6 0.42 17 12 13 
101.6 0.56 N/A 11 11 
203.2 0.14 20 20 20 
203.2 0.28 6 13 13 
203.2 0.42 7 12 12 
203.2 0.56 8 12 12 
 Note: N/A = a distance greater than the length of the experimental chute. 
 
Total head loss to each step edge moving downstream along the chute was 
calculated using Eq. 6: 
Δ𝐻 = 𝐻 − 𝐻 (6) 
where ΔH is the total loss in total head to a step edge, H0 is the total upstream head at the 
reservoir, and Hs is the total head at Step s (e.g. H4 is the total head at Step 4). The value 
of H0 was calculated using Eq. 7: 




where y0 is the approach depth, V0 is the approach velocity, and 𝑔 is the gravitational 
acceleration constant. The value of Hs was calculated using Eq. 8: 
𝐻 = 𝑦 cos(𝜃) +
𝑉
2𝑔
+ 𝑧 (8) 
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where Vs is the average profile velocity at Step s and zs is the vertical distance from the 
stilling basin floor to the edge of Step s. The average profile velocity at each step edge 





𝑢(𝑦) 𝑑𝑦 (10) 
where u(y) is the time-averaged point velocity for each depth y and dy is the incremental 
unit area pertaining to u(y). Note both the center and right transects have unique values 
for Vs at each step edge. 
 The results for total dissipated energy, ΔH/H0, are shown in Figure 3.9. The 
reciprocal values of total residual energy or the total head remaining at each step edge 
(Hs/H0) are shown in Figure 3.10. Difficulty in acquiring entire data profiles along the  
 
 
Figure 3.9. The total loss in total head to each step for the (a) smooth chute, (b) h=101.6 
mm, and (c) h=203.2 mm configurations 
 
smooth chute (facility limitation) increased uncertainty in the accuracy of the values for 
Q=140 l/s and Q=285 l/s (as circled in Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.10a). 
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Figure 3.10. Residual energy at each step for the (a) smooth chute, (b) h=101.6 mm, and 
(c) h=203.2 mm configurations 
 
Not surprisingly, Figure 3.9 and 3.10 show energy dissipation decreases as flow 
rate increases. The stepped chutes dissipate more energy than the smooth chute. 
Averaging the energy dissipation values of the center and right transects and comparing 
these values for the two stepped chute configurations reveals energy dissipation is 
minimally dependent on step height (Figure C4). It is unclear at what step size energy 
dissipation becomes consistent despite increasing step size. 
The stepped chutes show an initially low rate of energy dissipation before 
increasing as flow continues downstream. This suggests higher percentages of energy 
dissipation could occur within longer chutes. The lower flow rates show energy 
dissipation reaches a constant rate as flow becomes more uniform, and it is expected a 
longer chute would reveal the same trend for higher flow rates. It is also expected a 
sufficiently long chute would show energy dissipation approaching a maximum possible 
rate as seen in Boes and Hager (2003) and Hunt et al. (2014).  
By comparison, stepped chutes with broad crests express steep energy dissipation 
trends initially which become more gradual downstream of the inception point (Boes and 
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Hager, 2003; Hunt et al., 2014). These studies showed energy dissipated in quantities of 
40–80% prior to 2L/Li. Silvestri et al. (2013a) observed lower energy quantities 
downstream of a linear ogee weir than downstream of a piano key weir. The findings 
from the current study and these three previous studies suggest more energy is dissipated 
in clearwater and uniform flow establishment regions than in uniform flow regions. This 
is likely due to the more intense shear stresses present in a clearwater flow than in a 
highly aerated flow. 
To illustrate energy dissipation trends within the chute, the contribution of each 
step is calculated using Eq. 11: 
Δ𝐻 = 𝐻 − 𝐻 (11) 
where ΔHs is the difference in total head between the previous step (s=n-1) and the 
current step (s=n). Note for Step 1 (or Step 0.5 for h=101.6 mm) Hs=n-1 corresponds to the 
energy entering the chute at the downstream end of the weir calculated as H0-ΔHL where 
ΔHL is the total head loss due to the labyrinth weir. The average energy dissipation 
between transects by each step, normalized by H0, is shown in Figure 3.11. Like the 
previous figures, facility limitations increased uncertainty in the values shown in Figure 
3.11a. 
For the stepped chutes (Figure 3.11b and 3.11c), the energy dissipated by each 
step is unstable near the beginning of the chute due to the turbulence introduced by the 
labyrinth crest. Once the flow approaches uniformity, there is a general trend of 
increasing energy dissipation moving downstream. It is expected a longer chute would 
reveal the energy dissipation by each step approaching a constant value as observed in 
Figure 3.11b for Q=140 l/s. 
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An individual h=101.6 mm step dissipates less energy than an individual h=203.2 
mm step. Since twice as many h=101.6 mm steps fit within the same chute length as the 
h=203.2 mm steps, similar amounts of energy dissipation occur within the same chute 
length regardless of step height. 
 
Figure 3.11. Average energy dissipation by each step edge for the (a) smooth chute, (b) 
h=101.6 mm, and (c) h=203.2 mm configurations. Note values at Step 0 are energy losses 
due to the labyrinth weir. 
 
Remember for h=203.2 mm, nappe flow regime exists at Q=140 l/ and type B 
skimming flow regime exists at Q=285 l/s. All other flow rates on both stepped chutes 
manifest a type A skimming flow regime. These different flow regimes may cause the 
slight differences in energy dissipation observed. The differences in energy dissipation 
caused by varying flow regimes appear minimal for this study but may be magnified 
given a longer chute length. 
Conclusions 
Stepped chutes with labyrinth crests show trends of decreasing depth and 
increasing splash and spray as flow moves downstream in the chute. The flow depth and 
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splash and spray regions should be considered along the entire chute length when 
designing the height of a chute sidewall. Typically, the method for calculating sidewall 
height by Hunt and Kadavy (2016) is appropriate when the maximum y90 depth is used. 
Comparisons were made between the data collected in this study and the 
equations for calculating uniformity proposed by Boes and Hager (2003) and Bung 
(2011). This study determines length to streamwise uniformity is shorter for stepped 
chutes with labyrinth crests than proposed for stepped chutes with linear crests. 
Transverse or cross-stream uniformity is also achieved prior to the distance proposed by 
the same equations despite extreme nonuniformity being introduced at the chute entrance 
by the labyrinth crest. Adjusting step height may help meet transverse Lu requirements 
downstream of a labyrinth weir. 
Energy dissipated by stepped chutes with labyrinth crests appears minimally 
dependent on step height. Energy dissipation is greater for stepped chutes than smooth 
chutes. Longer chute lengths would likely dissipate more energy since total energy 
dissipated was still increasing at the end of the experimental chute length. It appears a 
labyrinth weir causes reduced rates of energy dissipation due to lower shear stresses in 
highly aerated flows. The individual energy dissipation contribution of each step is 
unstable at the chute entrance. Different step sizes dissipate similar amounts of energy 
given similar chute lengths.  
Design Example 
Consider the following fictitious example. Suppose new hydrologic modeling 
revealed the spillway of an existing earth embankment dam needed to meet a new 
discharge requirement of Q=145 m3/s. The earth embankment dam has a downstream 
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slope of 𝜃=18.4° (or 1V:3H). The chute width cannot exceed 50 m in order to remain 
within the easement available in the downstream channel. To maintain this width and 
pass the design flow it is determined a labyrinth weir with a weir height of P=1.0 m will 
be constructed. There is a vertical difference between the weir apron and the proposed 
chute toe of z=5.5 m. It is determined a stepped spillway will be the most economic 
option as lifts of RCC can be placed directly on the existing face of the embankment 
dam. To accommodate the 5.5 m drop, 8 steps (9 drops from the apron to the channel) 
will be constructed with a height of h=0.61 m each. It is your task to determine the 
necessary sidewall height. Also, you were asked to report where uniformity is achieved 
and how much energy is dissipated prior to the chute toe for stilling basin design 
considerations. By dividing Q by W, you ascertain a unit discharge of q=2.9 m2/s is 
required. Using this value, you calculate critical depth using 𝑑 = 𝑞/ 𝑔
/
 and find 
dc=0.95 m. This results in a step height to critical depth ratio of h/dc=0.64 and a step 
height to weir height ratio of h/P=0.615. These ratios reveal the prototype corresponds to 
the h=203.2 mm model and Q=565 l/s model flow rate. The length ratio is λ=3. 
Stepped Chute Sidewall Height 
From Figure 3.4c, the maximum y90 within the stepped chute is determined to 
occur at Step 1 on the center transect with a model value of y90=325 mm or a prototype 
value of y90=0.975 m (additional model y90 values are available in Figures C1 and C2). 
The splash and spray ratio is then selected from Figure 3.3b at the first step and found to 
be y100/y90=1.19. Since y100/y90 is dimensionless, multiplying y100/y90 by the prototype y90 
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yields a prototype y100=1.16 m. Multiplying the prototype y100 by a safety factor (SF) of 
1.5 yields a prototype sidewall height of ysw=1.74 m. 
For comparison, the equation by Hunt and Kadavy (2016) for h/dc>0.4 (Eq. 3) is 
used to determine the ysw/y90 ratio as ysw/y90=1.70. Hunt and Kadavy (2016) calculate y90 
from the clear-water depth (ycw) and average air concentration (Cmean). Both parameters 
for the model corresponding to the example prototype are found in Figures 3.12 and 3.13  
 
 
Figure 3.12. Profiles of the ycw/dc for h=203.2 mm, Q=565 l/s. 
 
 
Figure 3.13. Profile of Cmean for h=203.2 mm, Q=565 l/s 
 
and yield ycw/dc=0.89, or ycw=0.846 m, and Cmean=0.21 (additional figures for ycw/dc and 
Cmean data are available in Appendix C: Figures C4-C7). The y90 depth is found by 𝑦 =
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𝑦 /(1 − 𝐶 ) and yields y90=1.07 m. Multiplying the ysw/y90 ratio from Eq. 3 by y90 
yields ysw=1.82 m. This is equivalent to the y100 proposed by this study multiplied by a 
SF=1.57. 
Check for Uniformity 
Given the prototype h/dc=0.64 which corresponds to model h=203.2 mm and 
Q=565 l/s, transverse uniformity is checked with Figure 3.7c and found to occur at Step 
4. Step 4 occurs upstream of the end of the chute and corresponds to a length to 
uniformity of Lu=7.72 m (L/dc from Table 3.4 multiplied by prototype dc). 
Streamwise uniformity is checked along the center transect with Figure 3.6c and 
the right transect with Figure 3.6f. These two figures reveal streamwise uniformity occurs 
at Step 6 for both transects. Step 6 is upstream of the end of the chute and corresponds to 
Lu=11.58 m (L/dc from Table 3.4 multiplied by prototype dc).  
Both transverse and streamwise uniformity occur upstream of the end of the 
chute. For comparison, Boes and Hager (2003) predict a Lu=31.8 m and Bung (2011) 
predict a Lu=32.9 m. These equations would estimate uniformity occurring downstream 
of the chute. 
Energy Dissipation 
Since streamwise and transverse uniformity is achieved by Step 6, Step 8 is 
considered as having an equivalent flow depth as Step 6. The minimum ycw/dc value for 
Step 7 from Figure 3.12 is taken as a conservative value. Doing so yields ycw/dc=0.38 and 
ycw=0.36 m for the design prototype. Since Step 8 is the last step in the chute, and 
assuming the tailwater is below the edge of Step 8, the vertical distance from the channel 
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bottom to the step edge of interest, zs, is equivalent to h. The average profile velocity is 
calculated as 𝑉 = 𝑞/𝑦  and results in Vm=8.03 m/s. The nonuniform kinetic energy 
correction coefficient (𝛼), originally devised by Chow (1959) to account for differences 
between experimental velocities (Vs) and calculated velocities (Vm), is estimated as 
𝛼=1.1. 
Inserting 𝛼 into Eq. 8, gives Eq. 12 which was a form used by Hunt et al. (2016). 
𝐻 = 𝑦 cos(𝜃) + 𝛼 + 𝑧 (12) 
Substituting the various parameters into Eq. 12 yields the total head at Step 8 as H8=4.57 
m. Total reservoir head (H0) must be calculated to determine what percentage of the 
initial energy is dissipated over the length of the chute. Doing so requires the use of Eq. 7 
where 𝑦 = 𝑃 + 𝑧 + 𝑑  and 𝑉 = 𝑞/(𝑑 + 𝑃) and yields H0=7.55 m. Using Eq. 6 with 
Hs=H8 results in a calculated total head loss of ΔH=2.97 m or a total energy dissipation of 
ΔH/H0=39.4%. 
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This study investigated the air-water flow properties in a moderate-sloped stepped 
chute downstream of a labyrinth weir crest. Two different step heights were tested along 
with a smooth chute for comparison. Data was primarily collected via a dual-tip 
conductivity probe with results focused on general flow patterns and detailed flow 
properties. The main results from this study include: 
 The labyrinth weir crest eliminates the inception point and any inception 
length traditionally found on stepped chutes with linear weirs. 
 Nonuniform flow conditions occur at the entrance of the stepped chute due 
to the geometry of the labyrinth weir; the labyrinth weir concentrates 
flows, entrains air, and produces shockwaves, flow bulking, and 
turbulence. 
 The nonuniform maximum transverse depths occur at the downstream 
apex of the labyrinth weir and cause the maximum depth to alternate from 
side to side in the chute as flow proceeds downstream. 
 Despite nonuniform entrance conditions, both step configurations achieve 
streamwise and transverse uniformity over the experimental chute length; 
by contrast, the smooth configuration does not achieve uniformity before 
the end of the chute. 
 For the same discharges, greatest flow depths occurred for the largest step 
configuration followed by the smaller step configuration with the smooth 
chute having the lowest flow depths. 
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 The larger step configuration was audibly louder than the smaller step 
configuration, which was louder than the smooth chute configuration. 
 High air concentrations and differences in air concentration between 
transects, initialized by the labyrinth crest, were diminished and smoothed 
by the steps. 
 Higher flows converged to similar air concentration profiles whereas 
lower flows had air concentration profiles that alternated between 
measurement transects. These profile differences were reduced in the 
streamwise direction. 
 Depths became similar more quickly for higher flows than for lower 
flows. 
 Uniformity was evaluated in two directions (streamwise and transverse) 
and considered characteristic flow depths, velocity profiles, air 
concentration profiles, and local Froude number. 
 The point velocity at the y90 depth is not representative of the average flow 
velocity or the majority of the velocity profile; therefore, the average 
profile velocity was used. 
 The step configurations greatly decreased average velocities similarly and 
both more than the smooth chute configuration. 
 Turbulence approaches  a constant value unique for each flow rate moving 
downstream. 
 All flow rates on the two step configurations, except the lowest flow on 
the smaller step size, exhibited splash and spray depths below the sidewall 
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height recommended by Hunt and Kadavy (2016) for given ratios of step 
height over critical depth (h/dc). 
 Sidewall wall heights determined following the Hunt and Kadavy (2016) 
method is appropriate for all tested cases if designed for the maximum 
flow depth at the chute entrance. 
 Equations provided by Boes and Hager (2003) and Bung (2011) for 
estimating distances to uniformity on stepped chutes with linear crests 
overestimated the distances to uniformity on stepped chutes with labyrinth 
crests; this applies to both streamwise and transverse uniformity. 
 The distance required to reach transverse uniformity appeared dependent 
on step height; it is unknown whether this is due to the relationship 
between step height and weir height or step height alone. 
 Stepped chute configurations dissipated more energy than the smooth 
chute configurations. 
 Additional research is needed to explore energy dissipation in moderate 
stepped chutes for additional step sizes and labyrinth weir heights to 
further quantify the effects of these two geometric parameters on energy 
dissipation. 
 Low energy dissipation occurs downstream of labyrinth weirs due to the 
highly aerated nature of the flow. 
 This study is limited to a single labyrinth weir geometry with an 
untraditionally low weir height to step height ratio compared to existing 
labyrinth weirs. 
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 A similar study with a longer chute length would better establish trends in 
splash and spray regions, streamwise and transverse uniformity, and 
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Figure A1. Looking upstream at the smooth configuration for (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) Q=285 
l/s, (c) Q=425 l/s, and (d) Q=565 l/s. 
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Figure A2. Looking upstream at the h=101.6 mm configuration for (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) 




Figure A3. Looking upstream at the h=203.2 mm configuration for (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) 
Q=285 l/s, (c) Q=425 l/s, and (d) Q=565 l/s. 
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Figure A4. Chute entrance for the smooth configuration for (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) Q=285 l/s, 




Figure A5. Chute entrance for the h=101.6 mm configuration for (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) 




Figure A6. Chute entrance for the h=203.2 mm configuration for (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) 




Figure A7. Side view of the smooth configuration for (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) Q=285 l/s, (c) 
Q=425 l/s, and (d) Q=565 l/s. 
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Figure A8. Side view of the h=101.6 mm configuration for (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) Q=285 l/s, 
(c) Q=425 l/s, and (d) Q=565 l/s. 
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Figure A9. Side view of the h=203.2 mm configuration for (a) Q=140 l/s, (b) Q=285 l/s, 
(c) Q=425 l/s, and (d) Q=565 l/s. 
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Figure B1. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the smooth chute 
configuration for Q=140 l/s at the smooth chute equivalent location of (a) Step 1.0, (b) 





Figure B2. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the smooth chute 
configuration for Q=285 l/s at the smooth chute equivalent location of (a) Step 1.0, (b) 





Figure B3. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the smooth chute 
configuration for Q=425 l/s at the smooth chute equivalent location of (a) Step 1.0, (b) 





Figure B4. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the smooth chute 
configuration for Q=565 l/s at the smooth chute equivalent location of (a) Step 1.0, (b) 





Figure B5. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the h=101.6 mm 
configuration for Q=140 l/s at edge of(a) Step 0.5, (b) Step 1.0, (c) Step 1.5, (d) Step 2.0, 
(e) Step 2.5, (f) Step 3.0, (g) Step 4.0, (h) Step 4.5, (i) Step 5.0, (j) Step 5.5, (k) Step 6.0, 
(l) Step 6.5, and (m) Step 7.0. 
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Figure B6. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the h=101.6 mm 
configuration for Q=285 l/s at edge of (a) Step 0.5, (b) Step 1.0, (c) Step 1.5, (d) Step 2.0, 
(e) Step 2.5, (f) Step 3.0, (g) Step 4.0, (h) Step 4.5, (i) Step 5.0, (j) Step 5.5, (k) Step 6.0, 
(l) Step 6.5, and (m) Step 7.0. 
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Figure B7. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the h=101.6 mm 
configuration for Q=425 l/s at edge of (a) Step 0.5, (b) Step 1.0, (c) Step 1.5, (d) Step 2.0, 
(e) Step 2.5, (f) Step 3.0, (g) Step 4.0, (h) Step 4.5, (i) Step 5.0, (j) Step 5.5, (k) Step 6.0, 
(l) Step 6.5, and (m) Step 7.0. 
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Figure B8. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the h=101.6 mm 
configuration for Q=565 l/s at edge of (a) Step 0.5, (b) Step 1.0, (c) Step 1.5, (d) Step 2.0, 
(e) Step 2.5, (f) Step 3.0, (g) Step 4.0, (h) Step 4.5, (i) Step 5.0, (j) Step 5.5, (k) Step 6.0, 
(l) Step 6.5, and (m) Step 7.0. 
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Figure B9. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the h=203.2 mm 
configuration for Q=140 l/s at edge of (a) Step 1.0, (b) Step 2.0, (c) Step 3.0, (d) Step 4.0, 





Figure B10. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the h=203.2 mm 
configuration for Q=285 l/s at edge of (a) Step 1.0, (b) Step 2.0, (c) Step 3.0, (d) Step 4.0, 





Figure B11. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the h=203.2 mm 
configuration for Q=425 l/s at edge of (a) Step 1.0, (b) Step 2.0, (c) Step 3.0, (d) Step 4.0, 





Figure B12. Air concentration and time-averaged point velocity data on the h=203.2 mm 
configuration for Q=565 l/s at edge of (a) Step 1.0, (b) Step 2.0, (c) Step 3.0, (d) Step 4.0, 




Figure B13. Turbulence profiles on the smooth chute configuration for Q=140 l/s along 
the (a) center and (b) right transects. 
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Figure B14. Turbulence profiles on the smooth chute configuration for Q=285 l/s along 




Figure B15. Turbulence profiles on the smooth chute configuration for Q=425 l/s along 




Figure B16. Turbulence profiles on the smooth chute configuration for Q=565 l/s along 
the (a) center and (b) right transects. 
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Figure B17. Turbulence profiles on the h=101.6 mm configuration for Q=140 l/s along 




Figure B18. Turbulence profiles on the h=101.6 mm configuration for Q=285 l/s along 




Figure B19. Turbulence profiles on the h=101.6 mm configuration for Q=425 l/s along 
the (a) center and (b) right transects. 
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Figure B20. Turbulence profiles on the h=101.6 mm configuration for Q=565 l/s along 




Figure B21. Turbulence profiles on the h=203.2 mm configuration for Q=140 l/s along 




Figure B22. Turbulence profiles on the h=203.2 mm configuration for Q=285 l/s along 
the (a) center and (b) right transects. 
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Figure B23. Turbulence profiles on the h=203.2 mm configuration for Q=425 l/s along 




Figure B24. Turbulence profiles on the h=203.2 mm configuration for Q=565 l/s along 








Figure C1. Plot of y90 increasing in streamwise and transverse uniformity as flow moves 





Figure C2. Plot of y90 increasing in streamwise and transverse uniformity as flow moves 




Figure C4. Average residual energy along the chute for the (a) smooth, (b) h=101.6 mm, 




Figure C4. Full ycw/dc profiles for h=101.6 mm. 
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Figure C6. Full Cmean profiles for h=101.6 mm. 
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% [Cavg,dy]=Cmean(d90,c190,c290);  
% This function calculates Cmean using data from the excel files created 
% in the Kramer-Valero AWCC code. Cmean is calculated following the   
% Equation in the nomenclature of "Simplistic Design Methods for Moderate- 
% Sloped Stepped Chutes" by Hunt, Kadavy, & Hanson (2014). 
% Cmean = Integral(0->y90) of C dy 
% Created by: L. Kade Flake 
% Updated: 30-Mar-2021 
  
%% Average columns then sort by columns least to greatest 
[sortd,idx]=sort(mean(d90,'omitnan')); 
ac1=mean(c190,'omitnan'); % ac1 = air concentration at tip 1 
ac2=mean(c290,'omitnan'); 





%% CALCULATE Cmean 
Cm1=(AC1)*dy; %Percentage air * differential depth 
Cm2=(AC2)*dy; %Percentage air * differential depth 
  




%Calculate total depth represented by air conc. profile 
if dy==7 && min(sortd)<3.5 
    sumdy=length(sortd(1:end-2))*dy+(sortd(end)-sortd(end-1))+dy-1; 
else 
    sumdy=length(sortd(1:end-2))*dy+(sortd(end)-sortd(end-1))+dy; 
end 
     






function [color] = colorado(QorS) 
%COLORADO receives a variable representing flow rate or step number and a 
%second variable specifying which one is specified. Output is a color. 





    if contains(QorS,'Step 1') 
        color="r"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'Step 2') 
        color="m"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'Step 3') 
        color="y"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'Step 4') 
        color="g"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'Step 5') 
        color="c"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'Step 6') 
        color="b"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'Step 7') 
        color="k"; 
         
    elseif contains(QorS,'140') 
        color="r"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'285') 
        color="[0, 0.75, 0.75]"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'425') 
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        color="[0.4, 0.8, 0]"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'565') 
        color="b"; 
         
    elseif contains(QorS,'0.0 mm Step') 
        color="c"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'101.6 mm Step') 
        color="r"; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'203.2 mm Step') 
        color="b"; 







% [ycw]=CWDepth(dy,d90,c190,c290);  
% This function calculates Ycw(mm) using data from the excel files created 
% in the Kramer-Valero AWCC code. Clear water depth is calculated using  
% Equation 11 in "Simplistic Design Methods for Moderate-Sloped Stepped  
% Chutes" by Hunt, Kadavy, & Hanson (2014). Sometimes, data cannot be 
% obtained near the bottom of the water column due to data sampling 
% limitations. This 'missing' bottom portion is assumed as 100% water and  
% added to the overall clear water depth calculated herein as ybottom. 
% Created by: L. Kade Flake 
% Updated: 23-JAN-2021 
  











%% CALCULATE Ycw 
dytop=(sortd(end)-sortd(end-1))/2+dy/2; 
if (dy/2)>min(sortd) %If dy would overlap into the floor for the lowest point 
    dybottom = dy-(dy/2-min(sortd)); %Then remove the overlap (Typically = 1 for dy=7 at 
first point 2.5) 
    ycw1 = sum((1-sortc1(1))*dybottom) + sum((1-sortc1(2:end-2))*dy) + sum((1-sortc1(end-
1:end))*dytop); 
    ycw2 = sum((1-sortc2(1))*dybottom) + sum((1-sortc2(2:end-2))*dy) + sum((1-sortc2(end-
1:end))*dytop); 
elseif min(sortd)>3.5 %If lowest depth doesn't represent space between chute edge and 
sample area 
    ybottom = min(sortd)-dy/2; %Then calculate unrepresented bottom of flow as 100% water 
and include in Ycw calc 
    ycw1 = ybottom + sum((1-sortc1(1:end-2))*dy) + sum((1-sortc1(end-1:end))*dytop); 
    ycw2 = ybottom + sum((1-sortc2(1:end-2))*dy) + sum((1-sortc2(end-1:end))*dytop); 
else %If bottom of flow is accurately represented 
    ycw1 = sum((1-sortc1(1:end-2))*dy) + sum((1-sortc1(end-1:end))*dytop); 
    ycw2 = sum((1-sortc2(1:end-2))*dy) + sum((1-sortc2(end-1:end))*dytop); 
end 
  








% This function filters all parameters from the processed data to be within 
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% the 90% air concentration (First parameter equals desired air 
% concentration (x=0.9) for linear interp). 
% Written by: Kade Flake  
% Updated: 16 Nov 2020 
  
%% Reduce some data values to a 1d array and sort by ascending depth 
d=mean(da); 
[dsort,idx]=sort(d); 
c1=mean(ca1); %Convert tip 1 air conc. data to array 
cs1=c1(idx); 
c2=mean(ca2); %Convert tip 2 air conc. data to array 
cs2=c2(idx); 
  







%Check for no values equal to 100% and take max depth 
CReport1=1; 
CReport2=1; 
if ~any(c991) && ~any(c992) 
    c991(end)=1; 
    c992(end)=1; 
    CReport1=cs1(c991); 
    CReport2=cs2(c992); 
elseif ~any(c991) 
    c991(end)=1; 
    CReport1=cs1(c991); 
    CReport2=1; 
elseif ~any(c992) 
    c992(end)=1; 
    CReport1=1; 
    CReport2=cs2(c992); 
end 
  
%Report C less than 0.98 
if CReport1<0.98 || CReport2<0.98 
    j=[CReport1 CReport2]; 














% This function filters all parameters from the processed data to be within 
% the 90% air concentration (First parameter equals desired air 
% concentration (x=0.9) for linear interp). 
% Written by: Kade Flake  
% Updated: 16 Nov 2020 
  
%% Reduce some data values to a 1d array 
d=mean(da); 
c1=mean(ca1); %Convert tip 1 air conc. data to array 
c2=mean(ca2); %Convert tip 2 air conc. data to array 
  
%% Find closest average values to 90% air concentration 
dif1=c1-x; %Subtract 0.9 
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lo1=c1(dif1<0); %Find concentrations below 90% 
hi1=c1(dif1>=0); %Find concentrations above or equal to 90% 
x01=max(lo1); %Value below 90% closest to 90% 
x11=min(hi1); %Value above 90% closest to 90% 
  
dif2=c2-x; %Subtract 0.9 
lo2=c2(dif2<0); %Find concentrations below 90% 
hi2=c2(dif2>=0); %Find concentrations above or equal to 90% 
x02=max(lo2); %Value below 90% closest to 90% 
x12=min(hi2); %Value above 90% closest to 90% 
  
x0=(x01+x02)/2; %Average air concentration just below 90% 
x1=(x11+x12)/2; %Average air concentration just above or equal to 90% 
  
%% Find depths corresponding to x01 and x11 and interpolate y90 
d01=d(c1==x01); %Depth just below y90 tip 1 
d11=d(c1==x11); %Depth just above y90 tip 1 
  
d02=d(c2==x02); %Depth just below y90 tip 2 
d12=d(c2==x12); %Depth just above y90 tip 2 
  
d0=(d01+d02)/2; %Average depth just below y90 
d1=(d11+d12)/2; %Average depth just above y90 
  
y90=d0+(x-x0)*((d1-d0)/(x1-x0)); %Depth at 90% air concentration 
  
%% Find velocities at depths above and below y90 and interpolate v90 
dlo=d(d<y90); %Depths below y90 
dhi=d(d>=y90); %Depths above or equal to y90 
dx0=max(dlo); %Depth below and closest to y90 
dx1=min(dhi); %depth above and closest to y90 
  
v0=ua(da==dx0); %Velocities just below y90 
v1=ua(da==dx1); %Velocities just above y90 
  
v90=((v1-v0)./(dx1-dx0))*(y90-dx0)+v0; %Velocity profile at y90 
  




t90=((t1-t0)./(dx1-dx0))*(y90-dx0)+t0; %Turbulence profile at y90 
  































    ramp=[0,0.125,0.376]; %Blue 
elseif contains(stepNum,'1.0') 
    ramp=[0.082,0.176,0.345]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'1.5') 
    ramp=[0.169,0.231,0.314]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'2.0') 
    ramp=[0.251,0.282,0.282]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'2.5') 
    ramp=[0.333,0.333,0.251]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'3.0') 
    ramp=[0.416,0.388,0.220]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'4.0') 
    ramp=[0.502,0.439,0.188]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'4.5') 
    ramp=[0.584,0.490,0.157]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'5.0') 
    ramp=[0.667,0.545,0.125]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'5.5') 
    ramp=[0.749,0.596,0.094]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'6.0') 
    ramp=[0.831,0.647,0.063]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'6.5') 
    ramp=[0.918,0.702,0.031]; 
elseif contains(stepNum,'7.0') 
    ramp=[1,0.753,0.00]; %Orange 
elseif contains(stepNum,'All') 
    ramp=[[0,0.125,0.376], 
        [0.082,0.176,0.345], 
        [0.169,0.231,0.314], 
        [0.251,0.282,0.282], 
        [0.333,0.333,0.251], 
        [0.416,0.388,0.220], 
        [0.502,0.439,0.188], 
        [0.584,0.490,0.157], 
        [0.667,0.545,0.125], 
        [0.749,0.596,0.094], 
        [0.831,0.647,0.063], 
        [0.918,0.702,0.031], 







% The HDR3 (Hand Data Retriever) receives the desired table name and up to  
% 10 column numbers and returns the subsequent arrays in the specified table. 
% Differs from HDR2 by allowing data access within a loop by giving 
% function the Data location (DL). 
% Created by: L. Kade Flake 
% Updated 17-Jul-2020 
  
CurrentFolder=string(pwd); %Save current folder directory 
cd(DL); %Go to Data folder in Master Folder 
     
    T=readtable(fileName,'PreserveVariableNames',1); %Read the file named by fileName 
    T((1:2),:)=[]; %Remove the first two rows from the data 
     
    %PLEASE NOTE: Similar data occur in different columns for Step Flume  
    %files and Labyrinth Weir files. 
     
    %Acquire requested data 
    A=table2array(T(:,fir)); 
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    l=table2array(T(:,sec)); 
    i=table2array(T(:,thi)); 
    c=table2array(T(:,fou)); 
    e=table2array(T(:,fif)); 
    n=table2array(T(:,six)); 
    L=table2array(T(:,sev)); 
    U=table2array(T(:,eig)); 
    C=table2array(T(:,nin)); 
    Y=table2array(T(:,ten)); 
     







% This function reads an excel table and returns 5 arrays for each parameter. 
% This function also reads the excel file name and returns distance along 
% flume of each step (x, as double), step name (step, as char), the flow 
% rate (Q, as char), and the side (as string). 
% Created by: L. Kade Flake 













%Creates x values for each step edge 
txt = textscan(files.name,'%s %s %s %s','Delimiter','_'); 
step=txt{2}; %cell array 




%Creates flow rate label for the legend 
QRate=(txt{1}); 







%Creates legend label for step number 
if sSide=='Center' 
    s='C'; 
elseif sSide=='Right' 
    s='R'; 
end 







%COLORADO receives a variable representing flow rate or step number and a 
%second variable specifying which one is specified. Output is a color. 







    if contains(QorS,'140') 
        shape='o'; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'285') 
        shape='s'; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'425') 
        shape='d'; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'565') 
        shape='^'; 
     
    elseif contains(QorS,'0.0 mm Step') 
        shape='o'; 
        line='none'; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'101.6') 
        shape='s'; 
        line='-.'; 
    elseif contains(QorS,'203.2') 
        shape='d'; 
        line='--'; 






% This function calculates average velocity(m/s) from velocities below the 
% 90% air concentration threshold using data from the excel files created by 
% the Kramer-Valero AWCC code. Follows Equation 12 by Bung 2011 (Developing 
% flow in skimming flow regime on embankment stepped spillways). 
  
% Created by: L. Kade Flake 
% Altered on: 8-MAR-2021 
  










    error('Depth & Velocity arrays are not equal lengths'); 
end 
  
%% Calculate uMean 
% Following Hunt et al. 2014 nomenclature and Bung 2011 Eq. 12 expanded to 
% use actual data instead of fit-equation. umean=(1/y90)*(sum(u(y) * dy)) 
udy=u*dy; %(m/s * mm) 
uTot=sum(udy,'omitnan'); %(m/s * mm) 







%This function calculates u90(m/s) using data from the excel files created by 
%the Kramer-Valero AWCC code. 
%Created by: L. Kade Flake 
%Altered on: 9-Jul-2020 
  


















% Output quantity discarded if desired 
% del=(1-length(rUa)/npoints)*100; 






% [daf,uaf,taf,ca1f,ca2f]=VeloFilter(Outs,da,ua,ta,ca1,ca2);  
% This function removes velocity data so that 0.1<ua<25. Then  
% eliminates outliers (Outs) above the statistical upper limit for velocity 
% and its depth, turbulence, and air concentration counterparts. 
% Written by: L. Kade Flake  
% Updated: 13-Nov-2020 
  













% Define upper limit 
Q1=prctile(uaf,25,'all'); 
Q3=prctile(uaf,75,'all'); 
r=Q3-Q1; %interquartile range (75th percentile-25th percentile) 
UL=Q3+(Outs*r); %Upper limit is set at 1.5 times the interquartile range. 
  

















The following is an example of a figure plotting program which calls several of the above 
functions. 
% This program calls functions to plot Step vs dH/H0 (x-axis vs 
% y-axis). 
% Created by: Kade Flake 
% Updated: 3-FEB-2021 
  








% Declare constants 
g=9.80665; %m/s2 %Gravitational acceleration constant 
Bin=40; %(in.) Flume width 
Bm=Bin*25.4/1000; %Flume width in. -> m 
theta=atan(1/3); %Stepped chute slope = 18.4 deg (1V:3H) 
z2apron=72.0*25.4/1000; %in -> m %Distance from stilling basin floor to apron (Step Flume 
Data 1V-3H.xlsx, References sheet) 
h=8*25.4/1000; %in -> m NOTE: This step size does not need to change since we have full 
steps and half steps. Half steps auto adjust this height in the math. 
P=13.02*25.4/1000; %in -> m %Surveyed height from apron to crest (Step Flume Data 1V-
3H.xlsx, References sheet) 
  
% Folder navigation setup (Master Folder -> Step Size -> Flow Rate -> Profile -> Excel 
Data) 
stepFolders=["0.0 mm Step" "101.6 mm Step" "203.2 mm Step"]; 
nSF=length(stepFolders); 





Master=string(pwd); % Master folder directory 
Funky="\FUN"; % Function Folder name 
FunkyFol=append(Master,Funky); % Function folder directory 
flumeData="\Data"; 
DL=append(Master,flumeData); %Data folder directory 
addpath(FunkyFol); 
  
%Initiate flow based figure 
fig1=figure; 
set(gcf,'Units','Inches','InnerPosition', [4 4 6.5 2.85]) %[(Dist. Screen Left to Window 
Left) (Dist. Screen Right to Window Right) (Width) (Height)] 
figNum='abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz'; 
%Point transparency and font size for figures 
alph=0.5; SIZE=10; 
  
for s=1:1:nSF %Begin cycling through step folders 
     
    cd(string(stepFolders(s))); %Navigate into a step folder 
    stepFol=string(pwd); %Save current step folder directory 
     
    % Retrieve H0 & H1 for current step size from Step Flume Data 
    flumeName=append(stepFolders(s)," Flume.xlsx"); %Uses current step name to access 
data 
    [H0ft,H1ft,Qlps,qcfs,dc,~,~,~,~,~]=HDR3(flumeName,DL,25,37,17,16,38,2,2,2,2,2); 
     
    %Convert from cell to double 
    H0ft=str2double(H0ft); 
    H1ft=str2double(H1ft); 
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    Qlps=str2double(Qlps); 
     
    for f=1:1:nFF %Cycling through flow folders inside a step folder 
         
        cd(string(flowFolders(f))); %Navigate into a flow folder 
        flowFol=string(pwd); %Save current flow folder directory 
         
        % Sort Step Flume Data by flow rate and calculate q 
        cFlow=char(flowFolders(f)); %Identify current flow rate 
        Qtarget=str2double(cFlow(1:5)); %Use flow rate value 
        Qcheck=(Qlps<(Qtarget+5) & Qlps>(Qtarget-5)); %Find data corresponding to flow 
rate 
        HS0m=(mean(H0ft(Qcheck==1)))/3.28084; %Select H0 for current Q and convert ft -> 
m. 
        HS1m=(mean(H1ft(Qcheck==1)))/3.28084; %Select H1 for current Q and convert ft -> 
m. 
        Qm3s=(Qlps(Qcheck==1))/1000; %Convert lps -> m3/s 
        qm2s=(mean(Qm3s,'omitnan'))/Bm; %(m3s/m) Unit discharge 
         
        for p=1:1:nPF %Cycling through profile folders inside a flow folder 
             
            cd(string(profileFolders(p))); %Navigate into a profile folder 
             
            %Initialize values (For Figures) 
            Ldcplot=double.empty; 
            Hplot=double.empty; 
             
            eFiles=dir('*.xlsx'); %List Excel files in profile folder 
            nEF=size(eFiles,1); %Count number of Excel files in profile folder 
            TF=isempty(eFiles); %Check if there are files in profile folder 
             
            if TF==0 %If there are files in profile folder execute... 
                 
                for e=1:1:nEF 
                     
                    %Retrieve data from datatable 
                    [da,ua,ta,ca1,ca2,Q,QRNum,L,sName,sSide]=RawTable(eFiles(e)); %Access 
processed probe data 
                     
                    %Depth correction 
                    sSz=stepFolders(s); 
                    [da,dy]=yCorrect(da,sSz,QRNum); 
                     
                    %Calculate L/dc 
                    dc=(qm2s/(sqrt(g)))^(2/3); %(m) 
                    Ldc=L/0.642;%/dc; %(m/m) 
                    Ldcplot(e)=Ldc; 
                     
                    %Remove outliers above 1.5 x interquartile range 
                    [daf,uaf,taf,ca1f,ca2f]=VeloFilter(1.5,da,ua,ta,ca1,ca2); 
                    %Find y90 and remove values corresponding to depths below y90 
                    [y90mm,d90,ua90,ta90,c190,c290]=Data90(0.9,da,ua,ta,ca1,ca2); %First 
parameter equals desired air concentration (x=0.9) for linear interp. 
                    %Remove outliers above 1.5 x interquartile range for Data90 values 
                    [da90,ua90,ta90,ca190,ca290]=VeloFilter(1.5,d90,ua90,ta90,c190,c290); 
%Filter y90 parameters 
                                         
                    %Determine distance from stilling basin floor to step(z) 
                    stepz(e)=str2double(sName(sName<=57 & sName>=46)); 
                    z=z2apron-(h*stepz(e)); %(m) NOTE: No need to change h for different 
step height due to half step naming convention. 
  
                    %Calculate parameters for Hs 
                    [ycwmm]=CWDepth(dy,d90,c190,c290); %Clear water depth 
                    ycwm=ycwmm/1000; %m Convert ycw from mm -> m. 
%                     Vm=mean(mean(ua90,'omitnan'),'omitnan'); %(m/s) Average velocity 
for a step edge. %NOTICE: H&K calculate Vm (shown below Eqn 22) as q/ycw. Since the step 
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chute has non-uniform flow Vm is herein calculated as the average of the velocities 
within 90% air concentration. 
                    [Vm]=uMean(dy,da90,ua90,y90mm); 
                    Hs=ycwm*cos(theta)+((Vm^2)/(2*g))+z; %(m) Total Energy (includes z) 
                    dH=HS0m-Hs; 
                    dHH0=dH/HS0m; 
                    Hplot(e)=dHH0; 
                     
                    stepHeight=sprintf('%s Height',stepFolders(s)); 
                    Qrate=sprintf('%s',Q); 
                     
                end %end looping through files 
             
                sp(s)=subplot(1,3,s); 
                [shape,~]=shapeup(Q); 
                [color] = colorado(Q); 
                if s==1 
                    sSzname="Smooth Chute"; 
                elseif s==2 
                    sSzname="$h$=101.6 mm"; 
                else %s==3 
                    sSzname="$h$=203.2 mm"; 
                end 
                if p==1 
                    dispName=sprintf('$Q$=%s (c)',Q); 
                       
hldc=scatter(Ldcplot,Hplot,shape,'MarkerFaceColor',color,'DisplayNa
me',dispName,'MarkerEdgeColor','none'); hold on; 
                    alpha(alph) 
                elseif p==2 
                    dispName=sprintf('$Q$=%s (r)',Q); 
                    
hldc=scatter(Ldcplot,Hplot,shape,'MarkerEdgeColor',color,'DisplayNa
me',dispName); hold on; 
                    alpha(alph) 
                end 
%                 xlabel('$L/d_{c}$','Interpreter', 'latex','FontSize',SIZE) 
                xlabel('Step','Interpreter', 'latex','FontSize',SIZE) 
                ylabel('$\Delta H/H_{0}$','Interpreter', 'latex','FontSize',SIZE) 
                grid on; 
                box on; 
%                 % With dc 
%                 xlim([0 40]); 
%                 xticks(0:5:40); 
%                 xtickformat('%.0f'); 
                % W/o dc 
                xlim([0 7.25]); 
                xticks(0:1:7); 
                xtickformat('%.0f'); 
                ylim([0 0.65]); 
                yticks(0:0.1:1); 
                ytickformat('%.1f'); 
                 
            end %end if TF==0 
             
            cd(flowFol); %Return to current flow folder             
        end %end looping through profile folders 
         
        titulo=sprintf('%s',sSzname); 
        title(titulo,'Interpreter','latex'); 
         
        cd(stepFol); %Return to current step folder 
    end 
     








sp(1).OuterPosition=[0.0125 0.5 2.13 2.3]; 
sp(2).OuterPosition=[2.173 0.5 2.13 2.3]; 
sp(3).OuterPosition=[4.3371 0.5 2.13 2.3]; 
  
lg=legend('Location','southoutside','NumColumns',4,'FontSize',SIZE,'Interpreter','latex',
'Units','Inches'); 
lg.Position(1)=(fig1.InnerPosition(3)/2)-(lg.Position(3)/2); 
lg.Position(2)=0.1; 
  
%Saves figure 
cd('Figures'); 
cd('Presentation'); 
FigSave=append(FigName,FigType); 
print(fig1,FigSave,'-djpeg','-r600'); 
 
